
 

Students must !ll out the Free Food Applica-
tion through their Titan account to partici-
pate in the program and receive free meals. 
This ensures the state reimburses the district 
for meals served. 

The free meals program was enacted in a response to California’s 6.2 
million students who qualify for free or reduced price meals. Because 
schools were unable to provide meals during the pandemic, up to 20 
percent of all California households struggled with food insecurity. 
Another factor in creating the Universal Meals program was embarrass-
ment about reduced price meals and students’ socioeconomic statuses. 
By providing free meals to all students, California not only alleviates 
the hunger crisis, but also erases family debt from school meals, as well 
as the stigma that students have about them.

“It takes a village to make an operation like the cafeteria run, and 
we’re grateful for every human being in this place that helps,” Grasty 
concluded. Indeed, the Universal Meals program is a progressive step for 
the state of California and an inspiring addition to Los Gatos High School. 
(Sources: CDE, CNN)

EX-QUEUES ME: Students line up to receive their free lunch in the cafeteria.

by Saya Alvares
Sports Editor

With temperatures reaching a high of over 105 degrees Fahrenheit, 
more than 70 different clubs persevered through the heat to persuade 
their fellow students to join their respective clubs on Sept. 8 on the 
front lawn. Nonetheless, while it may not have been the easiest day 
for a club fair, LGHS Wildcats did not hold back with an extremely 
impressive display for club day this semester. There are clubs such as 
LGHS Surf Club and Chess Club to others such as Sexual Violence Free 
LGHS and Model United Nations. 

Before the day even began, club presidents and leaders were prep-
ping for methods of grabbing their fellow students’ attention. Junior 
Alix Kerebel, the President of Congress and Communications Manager 
of Speech and Debate says her group prepped by, “preparing a list of 
topics to get people’s attention over a loud mic” as well as buying candy 
to hand out. This technique is a Wildcat fan favorite, with every club 
attempting to outdo each other by giving out a sweet in exchange for 
a sign-up. These treats range from tangerines (Environmental Outreach 
Club) to Kerebel’s choice of Tootsie Rolls and fruit chews. 
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

- Biases reinforce workplace inequity 
- Teachers deserve their students’ respect

Student clubs take over the front lawn

by Linda Wang
Humor Editor

Los Gatos High School now offers free breakfast and lunch to all 
students. These free meals are part of the Universal Meals program, 
the !rst such program implemented in the US. “Getting school lunch 
is incredibly convenient. The lunches are easy to pick up, and the 
cafeteria staff are always understanding and happy to help,” explained 
junior Charlie Zhou. “There are multiple lunch lines scattered around 
the cafeteria. You pick up your lunch and then just [wave] the barcode 
on your student ID over the scanner.” Assistant Principal Kristi Grasty 
added, “It’s a wonderful concept to provide good nutrition universally 
to all students.” 

Now, students can "ourish under the new Universal Meals program, 
which is thanks to California’s Assembly Bill (AB) 130. More than a 
year after the bill’s approval in July of 2021, AB 130 includes three 
pillars to ensure its success. 

Pillar one is the free breakfast and lunch for students in public 
schools grades K-12 “regardless of their free or reduced-price meal 
eligibility.” The bill grants this privilege to all educational agencies 
that participate in the National School Lunch Program and the School 
Breakfast Program, both of which increase standards for food safety 
and health. “The quality is still good,” assured Pam Carlino, head 
chef. “Making [the food] from scratch is actually a lot healthier…
most [schools make] their stuff frozen, and it has high amounts 
of salt and preservatives. [Now] we don’t have any of that in our  
school district.” 

Opinion

National

Pillar two requires that schools in which 40 percent or more of 
students qualify for reduced-price meals participate in the Universal  
Meals program. 

Pillar three promises that as long as schools serve meals approved 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Newsom will reimburse schools 
with money lost from lunch sales.

YUM!: A student shows off their lunch, which cafeteria staff prepared from scratch.

EN PASSANT: Chess Club members challenge passing students to a game.
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There really is a club for nearly anything and everything. To boost 
physical and mental performance, clubs such as Pick-Up Basketball Club 
and Chess Club are both bene!cial choices. Students who are trying to 
make more of a difference on the planet as a whole might join clubs 
such as the Help Humanity Club or Social Justice Club. These have a 
more focused agenda that include community service and the ability to 
connect with other people who need help. Junior Dhiyana Sheth, the 
president of Help Humanity Club, explained, “We switched from helping 
orphanages last year to more of a selective focus of working with the 
House of Hope, something that is very exciting for the upcoming year.” 
The Help Humanity Club is not the only club helping others. Both the 
Cats Against Poverty and Disability Club and the Cutback Cleanup help 
with their respective issues. 

Sophomore English teacher Blaine Bowman explained that joining 
a variety, or just a few clubs is something that many colleges look at in 
a positive light and can boost chances in selective admissions. Bowman 
used this information to his advantage, as he could be seen while stand-
ing between two tables yelling, “Colleges eat this up!”
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CLUB DAY CATTLE: Students pack onto the front lawn as they browse clubs.
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In addition to the clubs featured in this 
article, there are 75+ total student clubs at 
LGHS! Visit the ASB Leadership website to 
browse the available clubs on campus and 
!nd a new community.

D. Dumon
t



by Ainsley Northrop
People Editor

A major heat wave hit California, along with 
several neighboring states, from Aug. 31 to Sept. 
9. On Aug. 30, the California Independent System 
Operator (ISO) issued an of!cial warning that the 
heat wave might stress energy levels across the 
state, asking that people limit their energy use 
from 4:00 PM to 9:00 PM. Since the heat wave 
began over Labor Day weekend, several people 
had traveled out of their communities. The strain 
of this excess travel only furthered the energy 
overuse problem. Although the ISO ordered many 
warnings over the course of the heat wave and 
managed to keep rolling blackouts to a minimum, 
the Los Angeles Times stated: “a few cities — 
including Alameda, Palo Alto and Healdsburg — 
reported temporary losses of power in some areas, 
at the direction of the grid operator.”
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Newsom moves to ban gas cars to counter climate change
by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor

Amid the !ght against climate change, California Governor Gavin 
Newsom announced on Aug. 24 plans to phase out the sale of new 
gas-powered cars by 2035. The executive order requires that by 2035, 
all cars sold must be zero-emission. However, the mandate does not 
outlaw owning, selling, or driving cars that run on gasoline. 

The rule plans to eliminate conventional vehicles over time —
requiring 35 percent of new vehicles to be powered by batteries or 
hydrogen by 2026 and 68 percent by 2030. Currently, only 16 percent 
of car sales are of zero-emission vehicles.  

As the transportation industry accounts for over half of Cali-
fornia’s carbon pollution, 80 percent of the state’s smog-forming 
pollution, and 95 percent of its toxic diesel emissions, the order 
aims to reduce over 35 percent of California’s greenhouse gas emis-
sions. Almost two years ago, during Climate Week 2020, Newsom 
announced an initiative to establish this executive order. During that 
press release, Newsom declared, “This is the most impactful step our 
state can take to !ght climate change. For too many decades, we 
have allowed cars to pollute the air that our children and families 
breathe.” Given Newsom’s order, state of!cials predict that this new 
standard will signi!cantly reduce health problems associated with 
bad air quality and, by 2040, will result in more than 1,000 fewer 
cardiopulmonary deaths. 

Infrastructure and state !nances play a crucial role in the imple-
mentation of this new rule. Right now, there are around 80,000 car 
charging stations — the country’s highest — in California. However, 
the state is currently falling behind its goal of establishing a total of 
250,000 stations by 2025. Though the bipartisan infrastructure bill 
distributed 7.5 billion dollars towards states building more charging 
stations, a supply concern over lithium batteries and other necessary 
materials creates another challenge. 

Further pushback comes from a federal waiver that allows Califor-
nia to proceed with emission standards. The Trump Administration 
previously revoked this waiver in 2019, but the Biden Administration 
has since restored it. However, the attorney generals of 17 Republican-

LG Library welcomes all 
by Jordan Chan
Editor-in-Chief

Whether you need a quiet space to study or a 
fun environment to relax with your friends, the Los 
Gatos Public Library has it all. This year, you can 
expect staff to bring back beloved traditions — like 
!nals week therapy dogs — along with several new 
programs designed to improve the lives of teens 
in our community. According to Library Assistant 
Amanda Flowers, who previously served as the 
library’s Teen Service Specialist, the staff aims to 
“engage teens with tools, but also give people a 
chance to decompress.”

On Sept. 14, the library kicked off the fall season 
with a pottery class open to all teens. Staff members 
worked with the Blossom Hill Crafts Pottery store to 
help beginners create beautiful hand-crafted pieces 
out of clay. In October, teens will be able to paint 
the library windows, build fantasy terrariums to 
take home, and look for adorable pumpkins during 
a Halloween scavenger hunt to win prizes. All of 
these programs are completely free for the public. 
Flowers af!rmed, “anyone can come from anywhere 
to use our resources. The entire point of libraries 
is to provide free resources for anyone who walks 
through our doors.” 

Although taxpayer dollars fund library books, 
teen programs are possible because of the Friends 
of Los Gatos Library, a non-pro!t organization that 
aims to “encourage participation in making Los 
Gatos Library a place of enrichment for all.” Friends 

Heat wave strikes California

Students crowd on the front lawn for the hit dog day
by Kate Gruetter
National/World Editor

Los Gatos High School students spent the !rst Wednesday of 
the school year playing and de-stressing with service dogs from 
Canine Companions. The San Francisco-based non-pro!t brought 12 
dogs with them to the front lawn, along with the Los Gatos Police 
Department who brought two additional puppies. Students adored the 
canines, who were the feature of many BeReals, photos, and sel!es. 

Unlike the Canine Companions’ service dogs, the purpose of the 
police puppies is to become therapy dogs. In the future, the depart-
ment hopes to help destigmatize police dogs and combat ̀ perceptions 
about their stereotypical vicious nature.

The Los Gatos Youth Commission started planning the dogs’ visit in 
January, working through various permitting issues and making sure 
LGHS’s administration approved the event. Senior Sasha Balasingam 
de!ned the Youth Commission as “an awesome group of kids across Los 
Gatos in multiple high schools.” Balasingam explained that they “work 
once a month to plan and work on town events, problems, and solutions. 
We get to work on ordinances and plan events around town.” One of 
the commission’s most notable projects is the plastic ordinance, which 
aimed to reduce plastic usage at Los Gatos High School and the town. 

The group thought it would be a great idea to bring the dogs 
to help students to relieve stress in a fun way, and it seemed to 
have worked. Junior Keya Mehta explained, “I saw "yers around 

governed states have sued to rescind the Californian waiver and undo 
the new emission policies as they believe it goes against the equal 
sovereignty of the states. 

California leads the nation in this effort against climate change, 
joining 15 other countries and in"uencing many states to adopt similar 
carbon emission regulations. Still, if passed, this rule alone is not 
enough to signi!cantly reduce US carbon emissions by 2050, a target 
that scientists say we must reach before climate change effects reach 
even higher catastrophic and deadly levels. 
(Sources: CA.gov, CNBC, NBC, NY Times, Washington Post)

Furthermore, according to Brookings Metro, 
in certain parts of California, up to 60 percent of 
households have no air conditioning. This rate of 
air conditioning in California is nearly 16 percent 
less than the US average, and excessive heat is 
especially unsafe for those who have no access 
to air conditioning. The heat also impacts the 
eldery and children at a higher rate, so in future 
heat waves it is important to check in on your 
neighbors and people whom you know. 

campus and I told all my friends that we had to go. I even put it 
in my calendar to make sure I didn’t forget.” Mehta described the 
event “as a blast,” explaining that the adorable pups signi!cantly 
improved her day. 

Despite the dogs’ popularity with students on campus, Canine 
Companions focuses mostly on providing service dogs for people 
with disabilities, veterans, and professionals who work in a health 
care, education, or criminal justice. The non-pro!t has been growing 
at a fast rate since its establishment in 1975, boasting achieve-
ments like 7,108 graduate teams placed, 4,700 active volunteers 
nationwide, and 2,653 active graduate teams nationwide. The group 
hopes to become “the most recognized leader of the industry by 
2025.” Given their current success, they seem to be on their way to 
this goal. The company typically trains and uses Labrador retrievers, 
Golden retrievers, and mixes of both; the dogs are usually about 
two years old when they are matched with a person. 

Though dif!cult and time-consuming to plan, it is clear that 
Dog Day was a huge success in not only helping students but also 
bringing awareness to the importance of service dogs across multiple 
communities The Los Gatos Youth Commission helped prove that 
canines truly are a man’s best friend. 

 CLEAN DREAMS: California hopes to reduce pollution from carbon emmissions.

POTTERY FOR ALL: Los Gatos library hosts a pottery class.
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CHARGE UP: CA will need more charging stations to keep up with new mandate.
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LIKE A TEDDY BEAR: Los Gatos student snaps a picture of one the loving dogs. 

ADMIRATION: Students praise windows painted by teens.

of Los Gatos Library raises money through grants, 
donations, and bookstore sales. Community mem-
bers can drop off new or lightly-used books on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:00 to 3:00 PM at 
their storefront on Main Street.

Teens over 15 years of age can get involved 
with the library by applying for a volunteer posi-
tion on the teen page of the library’s website. 
The creative team puts out a call for volunteers 
on a quarterly basis, and the most recent set 
of applications will be open through Sept. 25. 
Youth volunteers interested in technology can 
help with a program providing tech assistance to 
seniors, while those more interested in art can 
help teach knitting classes for kids. There’s even 
an opportunity for lovers of the outdoors that 
involves maintaining the library’s gardens.

Elaborating on their passion for library work, 
Flowers explained, “my hopes for libraries is to 
create a more diverse and welcoming and open 
environment. For my teen programs speci!cally, 
my goal is to connect with teens who don’t always 
see themselves in libraries. Even if you don’t see 
yourself as a person who goes to the library… 
you should be re"ected here somewhere. Whether 
you like playing video games, or whether you are 
dyslexic and don’t actually like reading, I think 
you should be able to show up to a library and be 
engaged in some way.”
(Sources: California Los Gatos Library, Friends of 
Los Gatos Library)

BYE BYE AGUA: CA heat waves caused mass evaporation.
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THAT’S HOT STUFF: California citizens felt the extreme heat.
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The Los Angeles Emergency Management Depart-
ment worked to take action to prevent unnecessary 
suffering in the heat. They created ten cooling 
centers for citizens to access colder temperatures 
for free. The Bay Area also set up cooling centers, 
as well as closed various open space parks. Of!cials 
did this as an extra caution due to the high risk of 
heat exhaustion

Finally, it is important to remain vigilant about 
the climate change that is causing these heat waves. 
As expressed in an article in the San Francisco 
Chronicle, high pressure in the air pushes down and 
traps the heat in somewhat of a dome around our 
state. The marine layer that typically !ghts against 
this heat and cools down the weather is not strong 
enough to overcome this dome when a heat wave 
is occurring. As we move forward, the effects of 
climate change are becoming more and more clear 
and just as more frequent.

 During the inevitable heat waves in the future, 
remember to decrease your power intake, check up 
on others, stay aware of climate change and visit 
local cooling centers if needed. 
(Sources: Climate Communication, Brookings.edu, 
NPR, ABC, Sf Chronicle, LA Times)



by Maya Gomez
Editor-in-Chief 

Los Gatos High School’s robotics team, Iron Claw Robotics, is 
ready to dominate the !eld this school year. After spending the !nal 
weeks of summer break assembling training materials and creating a 
curriculum for the class, the team is !nally jumping head !rst into 
their fall training season in preparation for the upcoming “Chezy 
Champs,” a fall preseason competition. 

Programming Lead and senior Michael Kersey joined the Iron 
Claw squad their sophomore year while LGHS classes were still online. 
Kersey explained, “It wasn’t the best !rst-year experience, especially 
since I didn’t go in-person when [LGHS transitioned] to a hybrid 
curriculum.” Nonetheless, the online experience contributed to their 
current love of being part of the in-person team. 

Similar to Kersey, senior Max Schleicher has been a member of 
Iron Claw Robotics since his sophomore year. Schleicher revealed, “I 
was already interested in robotics freshman year. I knew that we had 
a team and all, but I was concerned about the workload clashing with 
the [marching] band.” Schleicher joined the team during quarantine, 
and this year, he found his place as the team’s CAD (computer-aided 
design) Lead. Pursuing engineering and design through Iron Claw 

was the right pathway for Schleicher, as the CAD student is planning 
to pursue Aerospace Engineering following graduation. 

Senior Emi Hiroshima cited the creative freedom within Iron 
Claw Robotics as one of the primary reasons that she joined. “What 
initially got me interested in robotics is how hands-on and in-control 
you are within this team.” She elaborated, “You are in control of 
the design and what you want to build, which I thought was pretty 
cool.” As the Manufacturing Lead, Hiroshima teaches other members 
how to “machine in the machining room and help to design next 
year’s robot.” 

Going on four years in the program, senior Leison Gao dedicates 
himself to his position as the 2022 to 2023 Iron Claw Operations Direc-
tor. According to Gao, he is “the primary manager of the Operations 
Team. Above any technical or work related topics, [the team is] tasked 
with managing and supervising the work of the group and ensuring 
it is being performed adequately.” Gao prides himself in playing a 
large role in “the design and machining of the robotic arm [they] 
built last season to shoot balls,” one of his largest accomplishments.  
Aside from the work, Gao feels comfortable and appreciated in the 
community, explaining, “I like the freedom and trust we have on 
the robotics team.”

Keep your eyes peeled for the robotics team during seventh 
period as they work on new projects in the Design Quad! On Oct. 
8, Iron Claw Robotics will hold a Chipotle dine out fundraiser to 
raise money for the upcoming season. Find them on Instagram 
@ironclaw972 for further details regarding upcoming events  
and past seasons!

Reflecting on the role of mental health on 
campus, LGHS principal Kevin Buchanan said, “it 
should not be some kind of secret that we don’t want 
to open up and talk about because when you do open 
up and you talk about it, you !nd that many others 
have had similar experiences with the same types    
of issues.” He continued, “The strongest allies are 
the students themselves, educating other students 
to spot the signs of others in crisis, to understand 
self-regulation, stress-management, what not to 
take on, and when to ask for help.” The event fea-
tured LGHS seniors Julie Chen, Vincent Starr, and 
Eli Bernstein as student speakers and representa-
tives of the peer-to-peer organization Cats to Cats. 
Chen, who is president of Cats to Cats, explained 
the program is “dedicated to destigmatizing mental 
health” and thus “works with the Wellness Center 
to provide access to resources and produce content 
throughout the year to promote mental wellness and 
foster a balanced school and student environment.”

The event featured booths from more than 40 
different local organizations committed to support-
ing mental health. That included West Valley College, 
which the World Health Organization designated as 
the !rst age-friendly community college campus, as 
well as Reach Your Destination Easily (RYDE) which 
transports adults ages 65 and older throughout Santa 
Clara County, allowing older adults to maintain 
autonomy and mental wellness in their daily lives.

SAACC Health Fair returns
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Iron Claw Robotics prepares for their spring season

HANDS-ON WORK: LGHS robotics student Michael Kersey uses a rivet gun.

Disneyland annual pass increases infuriate pass owners 
by Lucy Panicacci
Culture Editor  

Starting Aug. 18, Disney annual pass owners must now renew their 
passes for more money if they want to continue taking advantage of 
annual bene!ts. The more expensive passes will include more block-
out dates, or days pass holders cannot use their pass for entry. These 
costly, more restricted passes have left loyal Disney fans upset, and 
made them ask the question: Is Disney trying to take advantage of 
annual pass owners? 

When it came time to renew annual passes, Disneyland’s priciest 
pass, the Inspire Key, rose from 1,399 dollars to 1,599 dollars, and 
unlike the previous most expensive pass, the Dream Key, it included 
block-out days. Owners cannot use the new key during one of Dis-
ney’s most popular times of the year: the days leading up to and 
after Christmas. 

In May 2022, Disney suspended the sale of all annual passes to 
prevent overcrowding during the summer. However, according to 
Len Testa, owner of the travel company Touring Plans, there may 
be a reason beyond that. Testa stated, “On one hand, [annual pass 
owners] provide a reliable source of revenue — the investment bank 
UBS estimated early last year that annual passholders at Disneyland 
account for about one half of annual visits — but on the other, annual 
passholders tend to spend less than other visitors per visit.” 

The release of Disney’s third-quarter earnings report on Aug. 10 
reaf!rmed Testa’s beliefs. The report concluded that pro!ts could 
have been more, but they were “partially offset by an unfavorable 
attendance mix,” indicating that there were too many pass holders 
in comparison to single-day ticket purchasers. 

Pass holders reportedly felt mistreated in response to Disney’s 
preference for single-visit tourists. Upset owners !lled the comment 
section of Disneyland’s Instagram page. User @kimmidanielle stated, 
“’Unfavorable attendance mix’ aka the most loyal guests who spend 
hundreds - thousands of dollars a year on merch on top of their passes. 
And we’re treated like garbage.”  Despite the upset among its cult-like 
following, Disneyland maintains a high revenue. While attendance is 
still below pre-pandemic levels, Disney is generating record pro!ts. 

During its most recent quarter, Disney pro!ts were 2.2 billion dollars. 
However, what does this recent choice mean for the future of Disney?

The business model of Disneyland is changing. Rather than increas-
ing the number of people in the parks, they are attempting to maxi-
mize the money each visitor spends. Disney is starting to prioritize 
out-of-state visitors and single-day purchasers over legacy fans. While 
many are still willing to pay the price, this key institution of Califor-
nia is becoming more of a cash grab than a magical experience.  
(Sources: The Wall Street Journal, LA Times)DISNEY DAYS: Disney fans walk through the doorway to Sleeping Beauty’s Castle. 

Newsom vetoes Senate bill 
by Emily Duvall
Opinion Editor 

California Governor Gavin Newsom vetoed 
Senate Bill 527 on Monday, Aug. 22. This bill 
would have allowed safe drug injection sites 
to open in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and 
Oakland. The sites intended to address the 
growing crisis surrounding illicit drug use and 
overdose deaths in California. The state would 
have been the third in the country to authorize 
safe injection sites, following New York and 
Rhode Island. 

Newsom’s decision to veto the bill surprised 
many California residents. In 2018, when 
former Governor Jerry Brown vetoed a similar 
bill, Newsom stated to the SF Chronicle in an 
interview that he was “very, very open” to the 
idea of safe injection sites if he were elected 
governor. 

According to the Sacramento Bee, pun-
dits speculate that Newsom wants to run for 
president as the Democratic candidate in 2024, 
and therefore vetoing this bill may allow him 
to appeal to some conservative voters who 
may not have been open to him and his views 
originally. Aside from this speculation, Newsom 
stated in his veto letter, “I am acutely con-
cerned about the operations of safe injection 
sites without strong, engaged local leadership 
and well-documented, vetted, and thoughtful 
operational and sustainability plans.” The 
Governor says he is open to a “truly limited 
pilot program” in the future. 

The vetoing of the bill has elicited various 
different reactions from both Democrats and 
Republicans across California, as well as the 
country. Democrats who wanted to see the bill 
passed saw this as an opportunity for Newsom 
to provide relief for the growing rates of over-
doses and hospitalizations from illicit drug use, 
especially fentanyl. These Democrats wanted to 
see Newsom take steps toward addressing the 
state’s growing opioid drug problem. Republi-
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by Angela Sheu
News Editor

On Sept. 10, the Saratoga Area Senior Coordinating 
Council (SASCC) and Counseling and Support Services 
for Youth (CASSY) hosted the SASCC Health Fair on 
the LGHS front lawn in an effort to raise awareness for 
mental health. The annual event returned following 
a two-and-a-half-year hiatus due to the pandemic. 

It previously focused on senior health and resources 
for elders, but this year’s return centered mental 
health resources for individuals of all ages. Attendees 
could receive free "u shots and participate in a raf"e 
for donated prizes including a TV, iPads, FitBits, and 
other rewards. In addition, Glazier Rolls provided free 
ice cream at the event. 

KCAT Community Storytelling Host Lissa Kreisler 
MC’ed the event, as well as various guest speakers 
from the community. Santa Clara County Supervisor 
Joe Simitian said, “it’s great to…walk up, drive up, 
know that people are going to have these conversa-
tions up front, the way they’re meant to be had.” Tylor 
Taylor and Marico Sayoc represented SASCC and CASSY, 
respectively. Sayoc af!rmed that, from programs at 
the high school to organizations supporting seniors, 
“no matter where you are in that life cycle, we’re here 
to support you.”

TWO THUMBS UP: Cats to Cats members smile for a photo.
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cans who were against the bill said that these 
sites would further encourage the use of illicit 
drugs and further make addictions and issues 
worse. Most Republicans expressed support for 
Newsom’s decision, as they believe these sites 
would promote drug use. Scott Wilk, Califor-
nia’s Senate Republican leader, shared that he 
believes, “People struggling with addiction 
need help, not a legal place to shoot up.”

Although they may enact another bill in 
the future due to California’s growing issues 
involving drug overdoses, Senate Bill 527 will 
not be put into effect after Newsom’s veto if 
he were elected governor. 
(Sources: Sacramento Bee, San Fransisco Chron-
icle, NY Times)
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SMILE: Newsom poses for a photo amid injection strife.

CENTER STAGE: Principal Buchanan gives a speech at the fair.
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HANDS UP: Mickey Mouse greets vistors at the Disneyland California gates. 
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•R. Kelly faces a 30  
year prison sentence
•FBI searches Trump’s  
private home in Florida  

R. Kelly pronounced guilty of multiple sex crime charges
by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor

A Chicago federal court found Robert Sylvester Kelly, 55, 
guilty of sex crimes with five minors on Sept. 14 after two days 
of deliberations. The infamous R&B singer, more commonly 
known as R. Kelly, is already facing a 30-year prison sentence 
following a June sentencing in New York for racketeering and 
sex trafficking.

The Chicago jury convicted Kelly on six of the thirteen charges 
he faced, including three counts of coercing minors into sexual 
activity and three charges of creating child pornography. However, 
the court acquitted him of two counts of coercing minors into 
sex and a charge of attempting to obstruct evidence related to an 
investigation of his abuse of an underage girl.

Kelly did not testify at the trial. Instead, his defense lawyer 
Jennifer Bonjean argued that Kelly was a victim of a rush to 
judgment that the court had made in light of the recent #MeToo 
movement and “extortion and !nancial exploitation.” Kelly’s 
former business manager Derrel McDavid and associate Milton 
Brown also faced charges for conspiring with the defendant to 
change the outcome of Kelly’s 2008 criminal trial in Cook County, 

Illinois, centered on Kelly’s videotaping of sexual abuse of a 
minor; the court acquitted Kelly in that trial. Additionally, the 
jury found both McDavid and Brown not guilty of conspiracy. 

All of Kelly’s trials have focused on his abuse of his, at the time, 
14-year-old goddaughter. During the Chicago trial, which began in 

August, the victim took the stand and declared that Kelly had con-
vinced her to lie to the grand jury when she was a minor and state 
that she was not the girl in Kelly’s sex tapes. Prosecutors showed 
the jury evidence of payment Kelly had been sending to the woman 
and her family over the years in an attempt to keep them quiet.   

However, after two decades, the woman, going by the pseud-
onym “Jane,” now 37, came forward and declared that Kelly 
groomed her after meeting her at age 12, provided her with 
alcohol, and engaged in sexual activities with her, which she 
claims happened hundreds of times. He also reportedly coerced 
her into bringing her friends, also minors, to engage in group 
sexual activities with him. During the !ve-week trial, three of 
these women also testi!ed against the disgraced singer. In her 
emotional testimony, Jane proclaimed she was “exhausted with 
living with [Kelly’s] lies.” 

Prosecutors will ask the court to add his sentencing from 
this trial to his June sentence. Each count of child pornography 
carries a minimum sentence of ten years. Unless dropped due 
to his second conviction, Kelly is also awaiting state charges in 
Illinois and Minnesota. 
(Sources: The Chicago Tribune, New York Times, NBC News,  

News-in-Brief: Journalist murdered and 9/11 remembrance
 Patagonia owner gives company away: Rock climber, 
activist, and founder of outdoor apparel brand Patagonia, Yvon 
Chouinard, has of!cially given his company away. However, 
instead of taking it public or selling it, Chouinard chose to 
transfer his ownership of Patagonia, which is currently worth 
three billion dollars, to a trust and a non-pro!t organization. 
The trust is speci!cally designed to preserve the company’s 
independence and ensure that all of its pro!ts — around 100 
million dollars a year —  go to !ghting climate change and 
preserving undeveloped land. In an exclusive interview with 
the New York Times, Chouinard explained, “Hopefully this will
in"uence a new form of capitalism that doesn’t end up with a 
few rich people and a bunch of poor people. We are going to 

give away the maximum amount of money to people who are 
actively working on saving this planet.”
(Sources: NY Times, Washington Post)
- Nadia Liu, Public Relations Manager
 Las Vegas investigative journalist murdered: On Sept. 
2, Las Vegas investigative journalist and writer for the Las 
Vegas Sun, Jeff German, was found stabbed to death outside 
of his home. As police investigated, they found DNA under 
German’s nails that helped connect Robert Telles, Democratic 
Administrator of Clark County, to the murder. According to 
the criminal complaint made by Clark County, Telles’ actions 
were “willful, deliberate, and premeditated.” German was a 
journalist known for delivering justice and chasing the truth 
wherever possible, which reportedly angered Telles. Las Vegas 
Police Captain Dori Koren stated, “Telles was upset about 
articles that were being written by German … that exposed 
potential wrongdoing, and Telles had publicly expressed his 
issues with that reporting.” 
(Sources: CNN, NY Times, ABC News)
- Ella Marrufo, Sports Editor
 President Biden honors 9/11 victims during speech 
at Pentagon: Sept. 11 marked the 21st anniversary of the 
worst terrorist attack in U.S. history.  To commemorate the 
event and its 3,000 casualties, President Joe Biden visited the 

Pentagon, one of the attack sites, and presented a speech to 
honor the victims and sympathize with those who lost a loved 
one. Vice President Kamala Harris also visited the memorial in 
New York, where there were moments of silence, a reading of 
the victims’ names, sharing of their stories and experiences, 
and individuals carrying photos of deceased loved ones, roses, 
and American Flags.
(Sources: NY Times, AP News)
 - Bridie Beamish, Culture Editor

REMEMBERING: Floral arrangements honor those lost in the tragic events of 9/11.
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FBI searches Mar-A-Lago
by Esha Bagora
Public Relations Manager

Mar-a-Lago, in Florida, has been an essential 
part of former President Donald J. Trump’s life since 
he purchased the !ve million dollar property there 
in 1985.  On Aug. 8, Mar-a-Lago was raided by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) after a search 
warrant was issued concerning possible violations 
Trump may have committed while handling govern-
ment documents. 

The FBI, sent by the Justice Department, were 
looking for classi!ed documents in the former Pres-
ident’s home. While it has not yet been disclosed 
whether the FBI found what they were looking for, 
they found hundreds of classi!ed documents and 
the FBI did release a property inventory on Sept. 2. 
The seven-page document explained that there were 
collections of classi!ed documents, and several empty 
folders marked as ‘classi!ed’, ‘top secret’ documents, 
‘secret’ documents, and a document about a foreign 
government’s nuclear capabilities among the contents 
of the !rst box recovered.

Trump has yet to address what the empty folders 
contained, or where the contents have gone. Truth 
Social, the social media app launched by Trump and his 
team after he was banned from Twitter, has been where 
the former President has taken to sharing his views. 
On Sept. 7, Trump commented on the actions of the 
FBI and the Justice Department by posting a statement 
likening the raid at Mar-a-Lago to “Days of the Soviet 
Union!” He also accused the FBI of staging what they 
found, claiming that the search warrant was a scam. 

On Aug. 25, the Justice Department released a 
redacted search warrant, the property inventory, and 
other related records, based on a ruling by Federal 
Judge Bruce E. Reinhart. The Justice department has 
maintained that the release of further information 
would compromise the integrity of the investigation. 
However, Judge Reinhart ordered that a redacted ver-
sion be released for public consumption, and it was 
made public on Aug. 26. 

The af!davit accuses the former president of 
retaining National Defense Information (NDI) docu-
ments, and Presidential records. While the speci!cs 
of the documents and folders found at Mar-A-Lago 
have been made available to the public, and Trump 
is being investigated for his unsanctioned removal 
of of!cial documents, he has yet to be charged with 
any criminal activity. 
(Sources: The New Yorker, Business Insider, Politico, 
Newsweek, CNN, The Guardian)

INVESTIGATING: Police patrol the outside of Trump’s house.

Goodlet pleads guilty
by Jordan Chan
Editor-in-Chief

Former detective Kelly Goodlett, involved in the 
killing of Breonna Taylor in March of 2020, pled 
guilty to one count of conspiracy during a hearing 
on Aug. 23. Goodlett admitted to helping falsify 
information on the search warrant executed on the 
night police of!cers fatally shot Taylor. She also 
admitted to later falsifying a report to cover up her 
and other detectives’ actions. Prosecutors charged 
her and three others with federal offenses related to 
the raid on Taylor’s apartment. Goodlett will be the 
!rst of!cer convicted over the events that transpired 
leading up to, during, and after the raid.

The other three of!cers and detectives — Joshua 
Jaynes, Kyle Meany, and Brett Hankison — pleaded 
not guilty to the federal charges, which included 
“civil rights offenses, unlawful conspiracies, uncon-
stitutional use of force, and obstruction offenses.” 
According to prosecutors’ allegations, the search 
warrant used by the Louisville Metropolitan Police 
Department included both outdated and false 
information. Prosecutors also accused Hankison 
speci!cally of violating Taylor’s civil rights when he 
!red through the window of her apartment. This is 

the second time Hankison has faced charges in 
connection with the Breonna Taylor case; in March 
of this year, he received an acquittal from a state 
charge of endangering neighbors during the raid.

When police of!cers entered Taylor’s res-
idence in 2020, they claimed that Taylor’s 
ex-boyfriend, a suspect in their ongoing drug 
investigation, used Taylor’s address to receive 
packages. However, prosecutors allege that the 
last reported instance of him doing so was two 
months prior to the raid, and the detectives 
involved misrepresented this information in their 
af!davit. No additional evidence suggested that 
he was on the premises in the six weeks leading 
up to Taylor’s death. Also, when Meany saw Tay-
lor’s new boyfriend’s car nearby the apartment, 
he failed to disclose this information, even 
though it may have suggested Taylor was not in a 
continued relationship with her ex. Furthermore, 
prosecutors allege that in the search warrant, 
detectives claimed that Taylor’s ex-boyfriend 
was using the address despite knowing that he 
was not living there.

Prosecutors went on to accuse Jaynes and 
Goodlett of meeting in a parking garage in May 
of 2020 to craft a false narrative to conceal the 
misinformation in the af!davit. While Goodlett’s 
conviction may result in a maximum of !ve years 
in prison and a !ne up to 250,000 dollars, more 
serious offenses could result in life sentences for 
the other of!cers. During the news conference 
announcing these civil rights charges against 
the four of!cers, United States Attorney General 
Merrick Garland stated, “Breonna Taylor should 
be alive today. The Justice Department is commit-
ted to defending and protecting the civil rights 
of every person in this country.  That was this 
Department’s founding purpose, and it remains 
our urgent mission.” 
(Sources: Washington Post, NY Times, NPR, Reu-
ters, US Department of Justice)

MOURNING: Supporters place objects to honor Taylor’s life.

GLOBAL ICON: Patagonia’s logo depicting the glacial regions of South America.
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GETTING PREPARED: Court room pictured, as the setting for the big trial.
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Biden Administration signs order forgiving student debt
by Margo Rawlings
News Editor

During the pandemic, the Biden Administration created an 
economic relief plan that included a promise to forgive student 
loans. On Aug. 24, President Joe Biden’s campaign promises became 
a reality when he signed an executive order to lower student loan 
debt and, in the future, help students go to college for less. 

Biden’s plan consists of three components. First, it offers up to 
20,000 dollars in debt forgiveness for recipients of the Pell Grant 
program who have loans through the Department of Education, and 
up to 10,000 dollars for students who received several other types 

of grants. Loan forgiveness does not apply to all, only those whose 
yearly income is less than 125,000 dollars (or 250,000 dollars in the 
case of married couples) are eligible. Biden is extending the suspension 
of loan repayments until Dec. 31 for those who do not qualify for the 
federal cancellation of student debt or for the remaining amounts. 

Second, Biden’s plan aims to rework the student loan system in 
order to limit monthly payments for undergraduate loans and to 
improve on the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program that allows 
public servants to receive credit towards their loans. 

Lastly, Biden’s executive order intends to lower the overall cost of 
going to college to reduce the amount of student loans. The cost of this 
plan is estimated to range between 300 billion to 500 billion dollars.

This decision has raised a lot of controversy, especially in the world 
of politics. Republican politicians like Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, and Greg 
Abbot have all criticized President Biden’s executive action on student 
loans, claiming that his plan forces blue collar Americans to pay for 
wealthy children to study topics like critical race theory and gender 
studies at prestigious universities. 

Several members of the Democratic Party also share some of this 
criticism. Ohio Representative Tim Ryan noted that it would be unfair 
to have uneducated, low income, Ohioan workers pay for the education 
of others who will bene!t from their higher education with better job 
opportunities. Jason Furman, a Harvard Economist who served under 
President Obama’s Administration, raised the concern that this relief 
will be paid for by individuals who did not take out student loans. 

On the other hand, Senator Raphael Warnock of Georgia is a long-
time supporter of the cancellation of student debt. Warnock says he 
hopes that the “President is thinking about Georgians and our stories 
as the Administration plans its next actions to address burdensome 

student loan debt.” In April, he created a petition to extend the 
suspension of debt payments and cancel student debt overall. 
Elizabeth Warren, another senator who supports student loan 
forgiveness, believes that the price of going to college today is 
crushing millions of Americans, especially during the pandemic. 
Warren has been leading an initiative to have Biden cancel up to 
50,000 dollars in student debt since earlier this year. 

Even with critics of this plan, the Biden Administration 
intends to begin receiving the loan forgiveness applications in 
early October of this year. 
(Sources: The White House, Forbes, Federal Student Aid, The 
Atlantic, NY Times, The Atlanta Voice, and CNBC)

A MAN AND HIS PEN: Biden signs order forgiving student loan debts.     

College Board introduces AP African American studies
by Megan Hastings 
Media Production Editor
 This fall, the College Board will pilot a new AP course at schools 
around the country. The !rst new course since 2014, AP African 
American Studies teachers are developing the class in 60 high schools 
currently and hope to introduce it  in more by the spring semester. 
 The College Board announced the class in February of this year, 
revealing that it’s taken a decade to start it. Unlike the historical 
narrative often told in regular social studies classes, the AP African 

American class will dig deeper into African American history. The cur-
riculum is multidisciplinary, using !lm and art to provide a detailed 
view of the African American experience. The College Board describes 
the course as one that “Examine[s] the hardships African Americans 
faced during their history. [Dives] into the dif!cult issues, such 
as unequal educational opportunities, they deal with today,” and 
says students will be examining their history, culture, and politics. 
According to Education Week, the College Board collaborated with 
local and national African American communities in order to create  
the program.
 Marlon Williams-Clark, a teacher in Tallahassee, Florida, is part 
of the pilot course. According to Williams- Clark, when he asked his 
students if they recognized various important !gures in African American 
history, only one student could recognize the !rst Black U.S Supreme Court 
Justice, Thurgood Marshall. Nobody recognized Pulitzer Prize winner Tony 
Morrison. Williams-Clark hopes that this class will help students make 
connections between past and present issues, like the killing of George 
Floyd in 2020, even if they are not in the curriculum explicitly.  
Conversations surrounding the course amongst the conversations 
around race being taught in American schools. This year, 137 bills 

Book censorship rages on
by Rory Zeman
National/World Editor

 As the 2022-2023 school year kicks off, many 
conservative states are implementing new rules 
censoring high school level books, mainly targeting 
LGBTQ+ and race-centered topics.

Polio returns to  New York
by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor 

New York Governor Kathy Hochul declared a 
state of emergency on Sept. 9 following concerns 
over the state’s detection of polio. In order 
to provide healthcare workers with adequate 
resources, the order grants emergency service 
workers, midwives, and pharmacists the abil-
ity to administer the polio vaccine. It further 
mandates that healthcare workers send polio 
immunization data to New York health of!cials 
so they can send additional vaccine resources 
to targeted areas.

This declaration ensued after New York 
detected the first polio case in almost a 
decade this past July in Rockland County. 
Though he received an oral vaccine, an adult 
Rockland County resident still contracted 
the virus, leaving him paralyzed. Such oral 
vaccines circulate and strengthen in envi-
ronments with a large unvaccinated popula 
tion, and the United States has not used these 
vaccines since 2000. Of!cials stated in a news 

release that the individual likely contracted the 
virus from outside the U.S., where other countries 
may still administer the oral vaccine.

Though 79 percent of children under the age 
of two in New York are vaccinated, there are sev-
eral communities in the state where fewer than 
two-thirds of children have received the polio 
vaccine. Rockland County, for example, has a child  
vaccination rate of about 60 percent. 

Three weeks after the initial polio case, health 
of!cials detected 57 samples of polio in New York 
City’s wastewater. Officials found most of the 
samples in Rockland County, and the initial case 
genetically linked 50 of the samples. In addition, 
health executives found thirteen of the samples in 
Orange County, another six in Sullivan County, and  
they also collected one in Nassau County on  
Long Island.

Although of!cials report no other cases, they 
disclosed that it is possible that polio has unknow-
ingly affected hundreds in the state. Many people 
with polio do not experience symptoms but can  
still carry and transfer the virus for days or  
even weeks. 

In light of the recent discovery, health c- 
ommissioners have begged citizens to get the  
polio vaccine. With all three doses, the vaccine  
is at least 99 percent effective. Though it 
does not always prevent transmission, it is  
substantially effective at preventing paralysis. 

In a plea to educate New Yorkers on the  
dire consequences of the virus, State Health Com-
missioner Dr. Mary T. Bassett declared, “on polio,  
we simply cannot roll the dice. If you or your 
child are unvaccinated or not up to date with  
vaccinations, the risk of paralytic virus is real.  
I urge New Yorkers to not accept any risk at all.” 
(Sources: NPR, NY Times, New York Department  
of Health)

HIGH FIVE FOR A FIVE: AP studies culminate with tough exams for credit.

HOCHUL IS VOCAL:  New York Governor gives speech. 
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BOOK NOOK:   Students display banned books at school in protest.    

WARNOCK CAN TALK: Senator is in support of student loan debt relief. 

Current Texas policies allow school boards to 
review and ban any book they !nd does not comply 
with their rubric. Last month the Grapevine-Col-
leyville ISD school board passed aggressive policies 
targeting books with sensitive content.

Although these plans do not identify speci!c 
groups, the critics argue that their vague and 
confusing nature could create an easier path for 
conservative groups to target books containing 
LGBTQ+ or racially-focused content. Cameron Munn, 
a student passionate about LGBTQ+ topics at Keller 
High School, a school in Keller, Texas, rebutted the 
school board’s mandates, stating that their “attempt 
to legislate and ban these stories is harming so many 

students like me,” and for students who, like him, 
!nd comfort in the school literature pertaining to 
LGBTQ+ topics, the board is “declaring war on their 
only safe space.”

People are !ghting this battle of the books all 
over the country. In a recent study, PEN America, 
a nonpro!t organization that works to defend free 
expression in the United States, reported that 19 
states have passed laws attacking discussions of 
gender, race, and United States history, along with 
36 states that have introduced 137 similar bills so 
far in 2022. 

In the last couple of years, six states passed 
laws requiring parental involvement in reviewing 
books. This legislation allows parents to ban certain 
literature from their child’s school district. Critics 
view this as an act that directly violates the kids’ 
Constitutional rights. “School boards cannot take 
books out of the libraries that they feel don’t meet 
their standards of their own individual morality,” 
said Laney Hawes, a parent of four school-age chil-
dren attending Keller ISD schools in Texas. 

Many groups around the country are taking 
a stand against acts such as the one passed in 
Texas, including the American Library Associa-
tion, which has created a hub of resources for 
students, educators, and advocates who have been 
affected by the new policies in order to help them 
express and defend their rights. Even though these 
school boards are taking action against literature 
concerning racial and LGBTQ+ matters, it is still 
“really critical in this time that not just the ACLU, 
but people throughout the nation stand up for  
the rights of all students to learn and have 
access to a wide range of ideas, particularly those  
related to historically oppressed communities,”  
said Kate Huddleston, an attorney with the  
ACLU of Texas.

(Sources: CNN, Washington Post, ABC)

MORE MORRISON PLEASE: Toni Morrison was a beloved African American author. 

passed through state legislatures that restrict teaching, mainly on race. 
The College Board declined to comment when asked if such legisla-
tion would impact the course. If all goes to plan, by the start of the 
2024 school year, the AP African American class will be available for 
all students to take and earn college credit at multiple US colleges.                                                                    
(Sources: NY Times, Time Magazine, Smithsonian Magazine, CNN)
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 UK installs PM Liz Truss Stabbings kill & injure 18

Firearm jams during Argentinian assassination attempt

by Nadia Liu
Public Relations Manager

On Sept. 6, the British Conservative Party 
elected Liz Truss as the new prime minister of the 
United Kingdom (UK). Queen Elizabeth II appointed 
Truss later that afternoon at Balmoral Castle in 
Scotland. Buckingham Palace released a statement 
saying, “The Queen received in Audience The Right 
Honourable Elizabeth Truss MP today and requested 
her to form a new Administration. Ms Truss accepted 
Her Majesty’s offer and kissed hands upon her 
appointment as Prime Minister and First Lord of 
the Treasury.” This marks the third time in history 
that a woman has been prime minister of the UK, 
following Margaret Thatcher and Theresa May.

In her !rst address, delivered on Sept. 6, Truss 
outlined her three primary goals — economic 
growth, energy supplies, and the National Health 
Service (NHS). The prime minister intends to grow 
the economy through tax cuts and reform, take 
action against the current energy crisis with energy 

by Macy Dennon
News Editor

On Thursday, Sept. 1, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, previous 
eight-term President of Argentina and current leftist Vice President, 
had a gun pointed at her head just outside of her apartment in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. The attacker wielded a .38 caliber semiautomatic 
handgun that reportedly jammed when the attacker tride to pull the 

trigger. Security rushed the man away and Kirchner was unharmed. 
Authorities identi!ed the assailant but have yet to discover his motive 
for the attack. The attacker, a Brazilian native, has no previous criminal 
record and is an Argentinian citizen. 

That same evening, Kirchner was coming home from a day at work, 
greeted by a crowd of supporters outside her home. Bystanders reported 
to the Washington Post that the gathering was pleasant leading up to 
the attack. Kitchener faces corruption charges dating back to when 
she served as President, her last term ended in 2015. With accusations 
of money funneled to a public works contract that was subsequently 
given to a family friend, the politician is not popular among many 
Argentinian citizens.  Her supporters and the local police have been 
clashing over the matter of her trial, so tensions were already high. 

NPR interviewed Buenos Aires journalist Natalie Alcoba about the 
country’s reaction to the attempt. She stated, “[Kirchner’s] received 
expressions of solidarity and support from numerous leaders across 
Latin America.” Alcoba continued “[T]he pope issued a telegram to her 
expressing his support…it’s certainly news around the world. … she’s 
somebody whose image and whose politics have kind of transcended 
outside of Argentina.” Leaders all around the world, including leaders of 
Cuba and Chile, have reached out to Krichner to express their solidarity. 

Bystanders were able to get the entire incident on !lm and the 
video quickly spread across the internet. One video shows the exact 
moment the gun was drawn to her head. Watchers are able to capture 
an exact frame of the gun to the head of the leader and it struck, as 

Alcoba described as, “Absolute horror.” The attempt made Brazilian 
presidential candidates reevaluate their security measures as the 
voting begins there at the start of October. As Brazil’s election looms, 
concerns about political violence arose due to the shooter’s nationality.
(Sources: NPR, NY Times, Reuters, CNN, NBC)
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by Ella Maruffo
Sports Editor

After the COVID-19 pandemic, Americans were taken aback 
when news of a new outbreak spread in May of 2022. The virus 
known as monkeypox may be new to some, but healthcare profes-
sionals !rst reported it back in 1970. Though in the same family 
as smallpox, monkeypox is far less contagious and less dangerous 
to one’s health, and the infection is rarely fatal. Symptoms are 
often similar to that of the "u and can include rashes or blisters 
across the body. 

While it is true that monkeypox transmits through sexual 
intercourse between men, Doctor Rosamund Lewis, technical lead 
of monkeypox in the World Health Organization (WHO) says it is 
important not to let stigma for one certain group grow. She notes, 
“At the moment the outbreak is still concentrated in groups of 
men who have sex with men in some countries, but that is not 
the case everywhere…It is really important to appreciate also that 
stigma and discrimination can be very damaging and as dangerous 
as any virus itself,”

As of Aug. 9, the US Food and Drug Administration authorized 
an emergency-use vaccine called JYNNEOS for those 18 and older 
who are immunocompromised. Infectious disease specialist Frank 

Monkeypox spread prompts new discussion and response

by Bridie Beamish
Sports Editor

Two individuals carried out a series of stab-
bings, killing ten and injuring eight in the Indige-
nous Canadian province of Saskatchewan on Sept. 
4. Police immediately started a hunt for the two 
attackers and warned citizens to shelter in place 
until they had the suspects in custody. Police 
found Brothers Myles, 32, and Damien Sanderson, 
31, responsible for the rampage after an individual 
reported seeing Myles holding a knife outside his 
home on Sept. 7. Police later caught Myles going 
90 miles per hour on the freeway and then chased 
his stolen vehicle until he crashed into a ditch. 

Police found Damien deceased with several 
stab wounds on Sept. 5. Though many details 
about his death remain unknown, the police are 
investigating Myles’ possible role in the death of 
his brother. However, Myles passed away in the 
hospital after going into what the police described 
as “medical distress” during his arrest, leaving 
motives for the rampage largely unknown.

Previously, Myles served a four-year term in 
prison for violent behavior, but was released early. 
His criminal record includes 59 charges for threats, 

bills and securing future energy supply, and put 
health service on a !rm footing. “By delivering 
on the economy, on energy and on the NHS. We 
will put our nation on the path to long term 
success,” Truss declared, standing on the steps of 
10 Downing Street.  

Truss is the UK’s fourth leader in a politically 
turbulent six-year period. She will replace Boris 
Johnson, who was forced to resign following a 
series of scandals. She campaigned against rival 
Rishi Sunak, the nation’s former !nance minister, 
for the Conservative leadership. 

Entering of!ce, Truss will be immediately 
responsible for taking action on a rapidly increas-
ing energy crisis, as well as the corresponding rise 
in in"ation, both of which are threatening to send 
the country into a major recession. 

Since taking of!ce, the new prime minister 
has focused on new members of her government, 
particularly her cabinet, the most diverse to date. 
Currently, none of the four most senior ministerial 
positions — prime minister, !nance minister, for-
eign secretary and home secretary — are occupied 
by a white male, making British history. 

Just a week after being appointed, Truss 
attended services of re"ection for the late queen, 
making her !rst week a delicate one to navigate. 
In a tribute to the queen, Truss said, “Queen 
Elizabeth II was the rock on which modern Britain 
was built. She has been a personal inspiration to 
me and to many Britons. Her devotion to duty is 
an example to us all.” On Sept. 9, the new prime 
minister met with King Charles for a one-on-one 
meeting, and with her cabinet team the day after. 
Since Truss has had to help guide the nation in 
mourning, her energy plans have been put on the 
backburner, as Buckingham Palace proceeds with 
long-planned ceremonies. 
(Sources: AP, NPR, Rutgers, PBS)

assaults, and robberies beginning at the age of 18. 
Though the court declared that Myles would not 
present an “undue risk,” or a risk that is greater or 
more extreme than is reasonable, he stopped seeing 
his caseworker in May, which is when police initially 
became concerned with Myles.

The news of Myles’ death came at the same time 
as the release of the names of the victims who lost 
their lives in the attack. Earl Burns, 66, was a school 

bus driver for the Indigenous community and the 
father of Myles’s common-law wife. A couple of 
the other victims include Bonnie Burns, one of six 
attacked members of the extended Burns family, 
who worked at the local school, fostered two sons, 
and raised four of her own, and Wesley Petterson, 
78, who ran a coffee house in the nearby village of 
Weldon. His friends described him as a bird-lover 
who campaigned against the cutting down of trees. 

Assistant Commissioner Rhonda Blackmore of 
the mounted police in Saskatchewan explained that 
the province is “breathing a collective sigh of relief” 
now that the period of terror has ended. However, 
this attack has left the community grieving. Shania 
Peters, whose grandmother Gloria was killed in the 
attack, added, “It’s going to take a long time, but 
we can start healing now.”
(Sources: NY Times, NPR, NBC News)UNITY: Several flags fly above a Saskewatchan town hall.

NEW BEGINNINGS: Truss takes over for Former PM Boris Johnson.

Reports show that people who are vaccinated with the smallpox 
vaccine are already 85 percent protected from monkeypox. Because 
of this, typically only those who are immunocompromised or have 
other serious health conditions need to get vaccinated speci!cally 
for monkeypox. However, according to the Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention, a person infected with the disease may get the 
vaccine directly after to ease the severity of symptoms. 

On Sept. 2, President Joe Biden asked Congress for upwards of 47 
billion dollars in emergency relief for the Ukrainian War, COVID-19, 
natural disasters, and the monkeypox outbreak, with 4.5 billion of 
those dollars going towards monkeypox. This money would help to 
manufacture and distribute the JYNNEOS vaccine that has recently 
been in short supply; with an ef!cient distribution of this shot, 
monkeypox could be partially to completely eradicated.

On Jul. 27, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 
said on his Twitter, “The monkeypox outbreak can be stopped if 
countries, communities and individuals inform themselves, take the 
risks seriously, and take the steps needed to stop transmission and 
protect vulnerable groups.” He also noted that the steep decline 
in cases in North America and Europe is a positive sign that the 
disease is making its way out. 
(Sources: United Nations, The Hill, ABC News, Washington Post) 

Esper commented for Cleveland Clinic, “It basically just goes into your 
skin and doesn’t replicate…Then your immune system learns to protect 
itself from the virus. It’s similar to a "u shot.” 

TAKE A SHOT: Vaccines provide immunization against viral transmission and symptoms.

TOP DOG: Kirchner sits during her former stint as Argentina’s President.

WORLD

LAW AND ORDER: The Saskatchewan police restored peace.

POLITICAL CLOUT: Kirchner stands with Russian leader Vladimir Putin.
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by Macy Dennon, Ashir Rao, and Esha Bagora
News Editor and Public Relations Managers

According to year-over-year price growth, 2022 
has experienced the highest in!ation rate in four 
decades at 9.1 percent. It has wreaked havoc on 
Americans, especially the less well-off, by drastically 
driving up prices. As a community it is imperative to 
recognize our privilege when it comes to economic 
conditions, while raising awareness about the demo-
graphic groups in!ation affects. We should under-
stand that in!ation results from factors beyond 
the supply chain that have widespread effects on 
everyone in our community, and that individuals 
need to be compassionate to one another, and par-
ticipate in voting and sustainable shopping.

It is not possible to explain in!ation simply by 
supply and demand, regardless of what we learn in 
economics and history classes. Major contributors 
to the in!ation crisis that individuals fail to address 
include the war in Ukraine and the pandemic, crises 
that continue to affect the Los Gatos community in 
many ways every day.

In February, Russia invaded Ukraine with intent 
to claim ownership of the country. Much of the 
Western world, including the US and the European 
Union, condemned Russia’s behavior in the war and 
levied intense embargoes and sanctions against 
Russia. This war has also created severe limits on 
oil trade. There has been a 40 percent increase in 
fuel prices in the US, with crude oil going from 76 
dollars a barrel in December 2021 to 93 dollars per 
barrel in February. 

COVID is also a contributor to in!ation as it 
exacerbates existing difficulties in the supply 
chain. Also, as a result of the  COVID lockdown, 
many civilians lost their jobs, which made money 
scarce and in!uencing individual spending habits. 
One anonymous LGHS student recounted that lay-
offs “took a toll on [their] family.” The student 
explained how in!ation played a role: “As we lost 
our income, everyday items started costing more 
and more. In!ation did not help our situation, to 
say the least.” 

Despite price hikes, minimum hourly wages 
remained constant. An anonymous student men-
tioned, “It’s a little frustrating to see my paycheck 
be cut for taxes when I’m barely making money.” 
Junior Alix Kerebel, who works as a barista, echoed 
this sentiment, declaring, “ I can’t buy as much 
anymore. I’m mostly reliant on my parents, so it 
affected them a lot more than it affected me.” 
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Inflation poses a growing issue to Los Gatos residents
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Freshman Lukas Reef detailed, “I think the 
minimum wage should be leveled with the 
amount of inflation. So instead of having a 3 
percent inflation increase, it would only be like 
1.5 percent.” The federal minimum wage is cur-
rently not linked to inflation. In fact, accord-
ing to Forbes Advisor, if the minimum wage 
was adjusted for inflation to what it 
was in 1968, it would be 12 
dollars, and not the 
7.25 dollars it 
is today.  

Due 
to this, 
the min-
imum wage 
w o r k e r  i s 
able to afford 
much less than 
before.  Although 
the California min-
imum wage is 14 dol-
lars, California is a 
more expensive state to 
live in, so that 14 dollars 
has significantly less pur-
chasing power than in other 
states. Costs are especially high 
in the Bay Area, and Los Gatos 
is no exception. 

Living in such a well-off com-
munity, there is a range in how fluctuating 
inflation impacts families. Many are not heavily 
affected, especially juxtaposed with residents of 
the cities surrounding us. The rising inflation 
has forced the Milpitas Unified School District 
to recently ask parents to rent out rooms in 

their houses to teachers who cannot afford 
to live in the community given their current  
annual pay. In the last year, house, gas, and 
food price went up a total of 6.8 percent across 
the Bay Area.

Both in 
Los  Gatos 

and in  other 
places, many small busi-

nesses have taken a hit. Fresh-
man Samantha Gruetter explained, 

“I just started shopping and buying things 
myself. I never really experienced the economy 
before this, so I’m just getting familiar with 
the prices. I think that people should support 
less businesses like Amazon and shop from 
smaller, local places to regulate things more.” 
Smaller businesses tend to be disproportionately 
affected by inflation due to their smaller size 
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and limited workforce. Supply-chain issues also 
caused by inflation force small businesses to 
deal with increased operating costs, and thus 
have to increase prices, making their goods less 
accessible to all. According to the US Chamber of 
Commerce, 53 percent of small business owners 
cite inflation as their most costly challenge. 
Already operating on razor-thin margins, our 
community must support small businesses over 
large, less affected corporations. 

Inflation has also affected The Town of Los 
Gatos’ finances. It is estimated that Los 

Gatos will remain in debt for at least 
five years. A 10.25 percent salary 

increase for town employ-
ees and police has cre-

ated this financial 
stra in.  The town 
plans to get out of  

this hole by using a 
property tax levied against 
the top-earning businesses of 
Los Gatos. Council candidate 

Rob Moore also proposes to 
get “funding for [projects] from 
government grants… there’s a lot 
of money that we could go after 
that would fund some of these 

initiatives that we’re trying to 
[implement] without affecting the 
town budget.” This could allow the 
Los Gatos government to fill in the 

gap in finances caused by inflation. 
With the upcoming midterm elections in 

November, staying informed, aware, and educated 
is more important than ever. Many Los Gatos 
High School seniors will have the opportunity to 
make a difference in people’s lives by voting in 
less than two months. Educate yourself through 
reliable news sources and track causes of infla-
tion through the monthly consumer price index 
report to make informed decisions about how 
your vote affect inflation. When it comes to 
what our generation does about rising inflation, 
the more information we learn and absorb, the 
better-informed decisions we will make about 
who to elect. 
(Sources: CNBC, Wall Street Journal, Nextadvisor, 
Money.com, Investopedia, ABC 7 News, United 
States Chamber of Commerce, Forbes Advisor, 
San Jose Spotlight)
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by Maya Gomez
Editor-in-Chief 

As a high schooler 
whose mother is a 
teacher, I observe the 
way that students treat 
their teachers, and hear 
how such behavior 
affects the educator. 
In the past couple of 

years speci!cally, it seems as though disrespect 
towards teachers is much more widespread than I 
ever expected for it to be. Now, I understand the 
concept of “I show respect when I am shown 
respect.” Still, students and parents 
show blatant disrespect for no 
apparent reason.

It’s common knowl-
edge that faculty mem-
bers take on work that 
is not accounted for in 
their already low pay 
grade. It has been a 
pre-existing, unwrit-
ten rule that educators 
buy supplies for their 
students, create trial ver-
sions of projects, assist with 
one-on-one tutoring and essay 
help, and more things that many 
of us don’t even realize we take 
for granted. However, following 
the pandemic, teachers have had 
to take on an entirely different work-
load, responding to endless emails from 
students and parents for things that they have 
little to no control over, including mask mandates, 
absences and tardiness, and the class curriculum. 

On top of extra pressure caused by the pan-
demic, LGHS educators revealed that they face 
crudeness from several of their own students 
in class. One teacher recalled some of the worst 
instances, conveying “In my career, I have had 
a student cut some of my hair off. In several 
instances I’ve had students call me a ‘bitch’ 
because I won’t tolerate bullying and not following 
basic respect rules.” The teacher continued, “I had 
students make up rumors about me being a drug 
addict, just for fun. I have never even smoked a 
cigarette and can’t remember the last time I drank 
alcohol.” The teacher declared that what bothers 

her most about such instances is the 
“utter and sheer lack of respect for 

rules and [other students].”
I often have to wrack my 

brain for who told students 
that this sort of behavior 

is acceptable, and then 
it comes to me: their 

parents. According to 
the teacher discussed 
above, “For the most 

part, parents have been 
great. But a couple instances stick 
out to me. [A couple years ago,] 
a student who did basically zero 
work in my class had his dad 
walk into my classroom during 
school hours and insinuated 
that if I didn’t change his 

grade, I would ‘get what’s coming to me.’”  
You don’t necessarily need to agree with every 

policy that a teacher may have in place. In fact, 
you aren’t even obligated to like them; the fact is, 
you should show at least a small level of respect 
towards educators. 

OPINION
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• Stop weaponized
   incomptence
• Reform current
   lawn standards

 I dedicate this arti-
cle to my little brother, 
sophomore Storm Evans, 
for instilling an abhor-
rence for weaponized 
incompetence in me. 

As children, the two 
of us received instruc-

tions to clean up various messes or complete 
certain tasks in exchange for much-valued 
computer or cartoon-watching time. 
Without fail, he would perform 
said task incredibly poorly 
or slowly, enraging me 
with his incompetence. 
His failures then 
incentivized me to 
complete the task on 
his behalf to prove how 
much easier it was to me, 
the superior being. 

In these moments, I thought 
I owned him, shattering his confidence 
with my amazing ability to do tasks better than 
he could. Unfortunately this competitive mindset 
blinded me from the tactic he employed: weaponized 
incompetence. He followed this term’s de!nition 
perfectly, which, according to Mind Body Green, is 
“a behavior pattern where one [partner] pretends to 
be bad at simple tasks to get out of shared respon-
sibilities.” After re"ecting, I now understand that 
another reason for my frustration with my brother 
is the inability for all individuals to employ this 
tactic. Weaponized incompetence is a skill more 
available to men, and is disproportionately used to  
harm non-men. 

Create equitable expectations
by Alex Evans
Editor-in-Chief

Weaponized incompetence only works for those 
who are expected by societal sterotypes to perform 
a certain way. For my brother, he is younger, and a 
boy. Both traits make him — stereotypically — less 
apt to complete the dishes properly. Every time he 
failed, my mother had to reteach and guide him 
again and again, making it more convenient to 
pawn the responsibility onto me. He succeeded in 
employing weaponized incompetence.

For those who are not men, this tactic could work, 
but only while simultane-

ously af!rming patri-
archal gender roles. 
In other words, if 
any  i nd i v i dua l 
other than a man 

attempts to employ 
this tactic, it is one 

step forward but two 
steps backward. The 

HuffPost gives the example 
of a wife explaining to her 

husband that she is “not good 
with numbers” to escape manag-

ing finances. It may work, but is only 
an example to generations to come of women’s 
prolonged inferiority to men. The man still ends 
up receiving praise.   

This is not an issue of “boy versus girl,” or just 
me getting upset about chores. It is a patriarchal 
system that allows weaponized incompetence to 
remain available to male individuals. It is up to 
parents to treat their children equally with the same 
expectations to even the playing !eld, and it is up 
to men to understand the responsibility of privilege 
and behave fairly, rather than pawning their dirty 
work onto others. 
(Sources: Mind Body Green, HuffPost) 
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females’ successes, along with constant 
rumors about behavior on set stir 
up seemingly harmless drama that 
can unconsciously uphold biases 
against women. 

Another effect of these actions 
is allowing patriarchal power sys-
tems to stay intact. Crazy Rich Asians 
actress Constance Wu supports this 
idea when she stated that, “If it’s 
a board meeting of all women 
and there’s only one seat for a 
man, the men will start becom-
ing competitive. It’s about scarcity, 
not gender.”

This behavior results 
in audiences ignoring 
females ’  success and 
accomplishments, and 
engaging in media-in"u-
enced gossip and judg-
ment regarding their character 
instead. For example, the media’s constant back-and-

Since the beginning of Hollywood, 
audiences have watched as media sources 
have criticized and judged females in the 
spotlight. However, in the past decade, 
we’ve watched new patterns of misogyny 
in the media emerge, pitting female artists 
against each other. This process is harmful 
to women, as it supports preconceived 

stereotypes that women don’t support each other or are highly 
competitive, and leads to a complete disregard of the impressive 
work of both artists. 

After the media reported accusations of actress Jessica Chastain 
holding a three-year-long grudge against Jennifer Lawrence for win-
ning an Academy Award for Best Female Lead in 2013, Chastain stated 
that, “There has been a stigma out there that women don’t work 
well together. I’ve never seen women like this. I remember growing 
up hearing this myth, that women !ght when they’re together and 
it’s completely inaccurate. I’ve never seen it.” The actress clari!ed 
her feelings regarding the supposed ‘bad blood’ between her and 
Lawrence, stating that it perpetuates an idea that women are hard to 
work with and can’t get along. This constant comparison of different 

Do not pit female celebrities against each other 
forth regarding possible drama between singer-songwriters Olivia 
Rodrigo and Sabrina Carpenter led to more discussion about their 

personal and romantic lives than their actual work. 
Listeners took sides rather than acknowledging both 
 women’s accomplishments. 

Somehow, the media has deemed women’s competi-
tion more relevant than their success, and audiences 

and supposed “fans” continue this trend. This is harmful 
because it, once again, creates a stereotype that all women 

care about is men, and it dumbs down their work to drama, 
rather than its actual message or intent. It diverges the 

focus from the artists’ work as a whole, which leads to more 
ignorance of female success and accomplishments. 

Drama can be fun, and oftentimes artists !nd ways to 
feed off of it for success. However, when female celebri-

ties begin to be pitted against each other constantly, 
harmless gossip turns to hurtful consequences, 
ultimately keeping the patriarchy in power. So, 
the next time you !nd yourself attempting to take 
sides or make assumptions about a female artist’s 
actions, consider celebrating and supporting the 
artist instead. 
(Sources: Independent, Bustle, Haute Living) 

by Kate Gruetter
National/World Editor

TW: Contains content mentioning sexual 
assault/harassment.

 Whether you’re a die hard fan or simply 
have heard the title, the National Football 
League (NFL) has a colossal presence in 
American culture. I connect the NFL with a 
positive connotation – a way of bonding with 
my family, and a constant in my life for as 

long as I can remember. We are not the only family like this; the NFL 
averages 17.1 million viewers per season. 

As I have grown older, that ‘positive connotation’ has worn off as 
I learned of the choices the NFL makes, and how these choices poorly 
re"ect the NFL as an organization to their public audience. I believe 
the NFL needs to hold its players accountable for their actions, and to 
push forward for a future without assault in the picture. 

Unfortunately, there is an extremely current example that shows off 
the NFL’s values regarding sexual assault. Deshaun Watson, a 26-year-
old quarterback signed to the Cleveland Browns on Mar. 18, 2022, for 
a $230 million contract for the next !ve years. One year and two days 
before this signing, the !rst sexual assault allegation came out against 
Watson, from a massage therapist in Houston, Texas. This allegation was 
the !rst of 24. Two dozen. There are 24 individuals Watson has allegedly 
assaulted, yet he is still employed as a quarterback for the Browns.  

NFL is too lenient with sexual assault allegations
Processing this information is shocking. Twenty-four women 

from Mar. 2021 to Jun. 2022 have come forward to hold 
Watson accountable for his actions. 
Watson is not indicted for any criminal 
charges in Texas, but I assumed the 
NFL would not allow someone with 
this many allegations to participate 
in their league. I assumed incor-
rectly, as he is still employed. The 
NFL did not come to a decision about 
the upcoming 2022 season until Aug. 
18, 2022. At that point it was decided 
that Watson would receive an 11-game 
suspension — with Dec. 4 as his !rst 
game — a !ve million dollar !ne, and  
mandatory counseling. 

From this case as well and others, 
the priorities and values that the NFL 
holds are apparent. There are too many 
cases where the NFL prioritizes the 
players’ ability to play over the victims 
of those players. The apology Watson pre-
sented was extremely inadequate, stating 
that his apology was only “to people that were 
triggered.” Directly after, he spoke to a reporter stating that 

“I’ve always been able to stand on my innocence and always 
said I never assaulted or disrespected anyone, but at 

the same point I have to continue 
to push forward with my life and 
career.” These insincere state-
ments are violently affecting the 
credibility of the NFL. 

While I’m not saying there 
is a perfect solution for these 
cases, I beg the NFL to recon-
sider their assault policy. To 
victims of sexual assault, this 
can be extremely triggering 
and contibute to rape culture. 
To young viewers, this league 
is underscoring the harm of 
sexual assault. The NFL needs to 
realize how much their actions 
impact those watching, and 
as a massive corporation, it’s 

their responsibility to hold their  
players accountable.  

(Sources: NFL Communications, NY 
Times, Sports Illustrated, The Athletic, ESPN, 

Bleacher Report, Market Watch)

by Saya Alvares
Sports Editor
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tion laborers, industrial truck and tractor drivers. The 
devaluation of historically women’s occupations trivi-
alizes the onerous demands of these jobs and overlooks 
how integral these jobs are to society. Regardless of 
individual male and female workers, male-dominated 
!elds paying more than female-dominated !elds con-
tributes to the same economic inequity, preventing 
equal opportunity across genders.
     Aside from social predispositions, the under-
compensation of women in female-dominated pro-
fessions is also tied to rigid expectations that 

shut many women out from other professions. 
Some critics of the wage gap statistic 
cite women’s family responsibility as 

why their pay lags behind men, alluding  
to the expectations that often advantage 
men in the workplace — working long 
hours and abandoning family commit-
ments. These expectations are not valu-
able contributions to the workforce; rather, 
they just bar the contribution of those  
who do not uphold the status quo. They force 

women’s assimilation to hostile guide-
lines to be equally valued, while also 
restraining men through the pressure 

to conform to a destructive work-
life balance. Reforming these 
expectations to be "exible and  
inclusive both lowers barriers 
for women and makes working 
healthier for all.

        Many women choosing to 
enter lower-paying !elds or care 

for their families shows not that men’s 
and women’s work are equally valued 
in their respective !elds, but rather 
how women are punished profes-
sionally for these choices. Thinking  
critically means upholding the 
responsibility to examine and 
address how society influences 
and responds to all of our choices.
(Sources: IWPR, Washington Post, 
Urban Institute)

billion gallons a day — while nearly half of 
that water is expected to be wasted due to 
leakage or evaporation. A further NASA study 
estimates that grass cultivation covers three 
times more land than that of any other crop. 
For a plant which serves no purpose other than 
to uphold societal standards, this is a signi!cant  
price to pay. 

Luckily for the environment, there remain 
sustainable alternatives. Rain-wise, pollinator, 
edible, or succulent gardens are all alterna-
tives put forth by the California Department 
of Water Resources, which provides online 
guides to beautiful garden constructions 
using a diverse range of plants and innova-

tive irrigation techniques. 
These styles of landscap-
ing, which are only a  
few of many, are more 
sustainable, diverse, and 
attainable for all, saving 

an estimated 55 
percent of water as  
c o m p a r e d  t o  
the traditional 
grass lawn. 

 Behind these 
diverse, sustain-
able, and low-
maintenance gar-
dens, it is time to 
reform the stan-
dard of monoto-
nous, depletive, 
a nd  unob t a i n -

ab l e  g r a s s  l awns 
that have dominated the American land-
scape. Starting small, these new landscapes 
can be a step in the directions of environ-
mental sustainability, social equity, and  
expressive individuality in a progressing America.  
(Sources: NASA, EPA, Scienti!c American, CA 
Department of Water Resources, UC Center for 
Landscape and Urban Horticulture)

Maintained with 
pride and diligence, 
clean-cut grass lawns 
are a staple of the 
American suburb and 
home. Yet, behind the 
beauty of these vast 
green expanses lie the 

consumptive and inef!cient water practices 
needed to maintain them; it is time for Ameri-
cans to explore the plethora 
of more practical, and 
what many say better 
looking, alternatives to 
grass lawns. 

A representation of 
the eccentric culture of 
American consumerism, grass 
lawns proliferated during the 
nation’s unprecedented era of 
growth in the decades following 
World War II. Despite their imprac-
tical nature, grass lawns planted 
themselves in communities across 
America via federally !nanced sub-
urbs, and further advancements in 
sprinkler system, seeding, and lawn 
mower technologies. While the United 
States found itself !ghting wars across 
the world, Americans at home took 
up their own !ght against weeds. As 
such, the lawn boom continued into the 
present day, where millions of Americans 
inef!ciently maintain lawns to satisfy 
standards telling them to do so. 

Maintaining a grass lawn is both time con-
suming and expensive; a caretaker has to use 
copious amounts of water, energy, and money 
to construct a lawn that ultimately looks like 
everyone else’s. Annually, it is estimated that 
landscape irrigation accounts for nearly one-
third of all residential water usage — nine 
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Moore argues against collegiate athletes’ NIL deals

by Emily Duvall
Opinion Editor

Stop workplace inequityReform lawn standards

Duvall advocates for more respect in concert culture

by Victor Josifovski
National/World Editor

     Live music is back and thriving after the 
loosening of COVID restrictions within the 
last year. As someone who loves to see live 
music, I have always believed concerts are 
a wonderful place because of the enjoyable 
experiences they provide and the boundless 
joy they bring to viewers. While this is still 
true, the number of people who camp outside 

venues for hours or nights on end, push each other in general admission 
standing areas, and invade the artist’s space at concerts, has grown 
dramatically recently. Current concert culture involving camping, 
throwing copious items on stage, and people disrespecting artists needs 
to change. Venues setting standards for times people are permitted to 
arrive would help in this, but also concert attendees must alter their 
behavior for this culture to change.
     Since COVID restrictions have eased up for attendees with general 
admission tickets, they have started to arrive tremendously early to 
larger, more popular artists’ performances to secure a good spot. People 
“camp out” nearby venue entrances beginning at early hours of the 
morning before evening concerts, or even arrive a night or two before. 
Not only is this unnecessary, but it also sets a precedent that, for every 
concert, people must arrive hours and hours prior to a concert’s start 
time, which makes it dif!cult for everyone since they have to wait for 
many hours before the venue opens. 

     Many look to the pay 
gap — the difference 
between the median earn-
ings of men and women 
employed full-time — as 
how employers unequally 
value different gen-
ders. Others 

refute the statistic; after all, a single 
number could never reflect a 
story as complicated as the 
industrial landscape of  
the nation. There is 
indeed more going on  
than sexist employers 
paying male workers more 
than their female counter-
parts, but this realization 
illuminates how society values 
men’s professional contributions 
more than women’s.
     The occupations generally 
chosen by men versus women con-
founds direct comparison of pay 
rates across genders, so we must 
!rst examine why these !elds 
pay workers differently. Histori-
cally, men have ful!lled most jobs 
involving manual labor, while 
women generally worked jobs 
with domestic traits and obliga-
tions: a dichotomy that continues 
to contribute to economic dis-
parities. The Institute for Wom-
en’s Policy research found that, 
regardless of a worker’s gender, 
occupations that involved tra-
ditionally female domestic work 
— cooks, janitors, care workers 
— pay lower wages, on average, 
than those falling more in line 
with “men’s work” — construc-

by Angela Sheu
Local News Editor

they could be throwing away a good education which is a necessary 
aspect of life and the purpose of college. These pro!ts also hide the 
fact that these athletes are still students and these are collegiate 
sports. Add money into the mix and NIL turns collegiate sports into 

professional sports. This could lead to the encouragement of  
skipping a college education and heading 
straight to the pros. NIL promotes a culture of 

favoritism and does not protect the education  
of athletes.

The ability for college athletes to earn 
a profit 

because of 
NIL poses 

the question 
of whether 
or not NIL 
is good for 

college athletes, and my answer is no. NIL makes athletes at 
popular schools receive more attention from NIL instead of 
athletes at less popular schools. NIL takes away from a good 
education and destroys the main reason behind college sports. 
(Sources: ESPN, The Athletic)

     People who camp out tend to leave behind tents, blankets, 
and trash as they enter the venue, yet this would not happen  
if the culture sur-
rounding concerts 
changes. There is no 
issue with wanting to 
get a good spot at a 
concert for an artist 
you love, but the 
standard that is cur-
rently set that you 
must arrive at dawn 
or the night before 
to see while 

standing in a concert venue is unnecessary and makes it dif!cult on 
the entire audience.

     Aside from this, people have begun  
throwing more items onto stages while artists are per-
forming, sometimes hitting the performer or obstructing 
their path on stage. Although this has happened during  
concerts for quite some time, it is important to 
recognize that it is not okay to toss anything 
and everything on stage during the performance.  
Of course not every object will harm the artist or 
get in their way, but when one object after another  
comes on stage and sets a pattern, this becomes  

an issue. 
     General disrespect towards artists has  

dramatically increased, as well as 
fans being rude to one another as 
a whole. It is important to show 
respect to artists who are put-
ting on the concerts, as well as 
the people who attend. A lack of 
concert etiquette makes concerts  
less enjoyable for some attendees. 
As live music proceeds in the 
future, it is crucial to acknowl-
edge what we can do to change 
this culture.

A. Koshalieva

A. Evans

Many collegiate athletes are recruited, 
receiving scholarships for their individual 
athletic abilities. These scholarships 
offer students an opportunity to have 
their skills in sports develop into a pro-
fessional career. With more big name 
athletes entering the collegiate system, 
further discussions about Name, Image, 

and Likeness (NIL) deals have risen. In the summer of 2021, the 
Supreme Court unanimously voted that The National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) could not make NIL illegal for college 
athletes. However, NIL deals are not good because college athletes 
have an unequal chance of receiving an NIL deal, and often lead 
them to throw away a good college education.

I, for one, believe NIL deals are not good for college athletes as 
they tend to promote the wrong ideas for young aspiring athletes. 
One of these false beliefs is the term ‘pay to play.’ This is a huge 
problem for college sports as more gifted athletes receive special 
treatment from certain schools and programs. Schools that are for a 
certain sport could be more likely to be approached about NIL deals 

regarding certain athletes. For example, point guard Paige Bueckers 
of the University of Connecticut Women’s Basketball team is signed 
with Gatorade as part of an NIL deal. The University of Connecticut 
is historically known for having one of the 
best women’s basketball programs in 
America; therefore, athletes at schools 
with greater popularity are more likely 
to receive NIL 
deals rather than 
athletes at less 
popular schools. 
This causes an 
unequal balance 
between col-
lege athletes 
at less popular schools, 
but with the same level of skill.

Another misunderstanding that is promoted by NIL deals is the 
earning of money. Money is generally bene!cial for college tuition as 
some families are not as fortunate as others, but when it comes to 
choosing pro!t over academics and athletics, NIL becomes controver-
sial. If an athlete chooses pro!t, that is their decision, but by doing so 

by Brendan Moore
Sports Editor

A. Evans
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Signifying and celebrating the end of the autumn harvest, the Signifying and celebrating the end of the autumn harvest, the 
Mid-Autumn Festival took place on the night of the harvest Mid-Autumn Festival took place on the night of the harvest 
moon, just as it has for over 3,000 years. The festival’s origins moon, just as it has for over 3,000 years. The festival’s origins 
trace back to around 1,000 BC during the reign of the Zhou trace back to around 1,000 BC during the reign of the Zhou 
Dynasty. Ancient Chinese emperors offered sacri!ces to the Dynasty. Ancient Chinese emperors offered sacri!ces to the 
moon and worshiped it in hopes of bringing a successful harvest moon and worshiped it in hopes of bringing a successful harvest 
the following year. This tradition eventually spread from the the following year. This tradition eventually spread from the 
emperors to their people, solidifying the tradition in Chinese emperors to their people, solidifying the tradition in Chinese 
culture. First appearing as a festival during the Song dynasty, culture. First appearing as a festival during the Song dynasty, 
the celebration is now one of China’s most important festivals. the celebration is now one of China’s most important festivals. 
Today, instead of making sacri!ces, people gather together Today, instead of making sacri!ces, people gather together 
to eat mooncakes, drink cassia wine, and watch the moon.  to eat mooncakes, drink cassia wine, and watch the moon.  
(Sources: SF Chronicle, China Highlights)(Sources: SF Chronicle, China Highlights)
--Michaela ThimotMichaela Thimot, People Editor, People Editor

The Mid-Autumn Festival is a holiday celebrated by Southeast Asian The Mid-Autumn Festival is a holiday celebrated by Southeast Asian 
cultures with many traditions surrounding the greatness of the moon cultures with many traditions surrounding the greatness of the moon 
and the bounty of the autumn harvest. From eating mooncakes — a and the bounty of the autumn harvest. From eating mooncakes — a 
tradition that represents completeness and reunion —  to creating tradition that represents completeness and reunion —  to creating 
and releasing lanterns into the sky — representing a path to good and releasing lanterns into the sky — representing a path to good 
fortune — people have celebrated the Mid-Autumn Festival for over fortune — people have celebrated the Mid-Autumn Festival for over 
three thousand years. Celebrations also include burning pagodas (simi-three thousand years. Celebrations also include burning pagodas (simi-
lar to a bon!re), watching dragon dances to welcome health and good lar to a bon!re), watching dragon dances to welcome health and good 
luck, and releasing any old tensions with new, happy intentions.luck, and releasing any old tensions with new, happy intentions.
--Georgia KaufmanGeorgia Kaufman, Opinion Editor, Opinion Editor

Though a festival traditionally celebrated in East Asia, here's how the Though a festival traditionally celebrated in East Asia, here's how the 
Bay Area celebrates the Mid-Autumn Festival. The GreatStar Theatre Bay Area celebrates the Mid-Autumn Festival. The GreatStar Theatre 
in San Francisco's Chinatown put on a spectacular cabaret full of in San Francisco's Chinatown put on a spectacular cabaret full of 
dancers and other performers from Sept. 2 to Sept. 11. In San Jose, dancers and other performers from Sept. 2 to Sept. 11. In San Jose, 
the city celebrated with its Moon Fest Night Market on Sept. 16 –– the city celebrated with its Moon Fest Night Market on Sept. 16 –– 
an event showcasing local entertainers, musicians, artists, and food an event showcasing local entertainers, musicians, artists, and food 
trucks. However, it's not too late to join the festivities, as there will trucks. However, it's not too late to join the festivities, as there will 
be a Mid-Autumn pop-up at Viridian in Oakland, featuring special-be a Mid-Autumn pop-up at Viridian in Oakland, featuring special-
ized art, cocktails, dishes, and desserts until Sept. 30. Make sure to ized art, cocktails, dishes, and desserts until Sept. 30. Make sure to 
keep your eyes peeled for these festive events through September!keep your eyes peeled for these festive events through September!
(Source: AllEvents)(Source: AllEvents)
--Bridie BeamishBridie Beamish, Culture Editor, Culture Editor
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A staple of the Mid-Autumn festival is the mooncake, which A staple of the Mid-Autumn festival is the mooncake, which 
can be made at home, found at any Asian grocery store, or can be made at home, found at any Asian grocery store, or 
even bought at Costco. A mooncake is a round pastry item even bought at Costco. A mooncake is a round pastry item 
!lled with red bean or lotus seed paste, as well as salted duck !lled with red bean or lotus seed paste, as well as salted duck 
yolks. These items are often decorated with a "ower or geo-yolks. These items are often decorated with a "ower or geo-
metric design imprint, and their round shape complements metric design imprint, and their round shape complements 
the Mid-Autumn Festival’s Harvest Moon. People enjoy them the Mid-Autumn Festival’s Harvest Moon. People enjoy them 
with tea, and the cakes are unique because of their rich taste with tea, and the cakes are unique because of their rich taste 
and caloric density. Those who celebrate also eat duck, mostly and caloric density. Those who celebrate also eat duck, mostly 
in duck and taro soup, which nourishes the body in prepara-in duck and taro soup, which nourishes the body in prepara-
tion for the dry autumn months. Pomelos, buffalo nuts, and tion for the dry autumn months. Pomelos, buffalo nuts, and 
edamame are also staples. Whether you’re attending a Mid-edamame are also staples. Whether you’re attending a Mid-
Autumn Festival or celebrating at home, make sure you honor Autumn Festival or celebrating at home, make sure you honor 
the Mid-Autumn Festival’s culture with some of these treats. the Mid-Autumn Festival’s culture with some of these treats. 
(sources: The Woks of Life)(sources: The Woks of Life)
--Kate GruetterKate Gruetter, National/World Editor, National/World Editor

Legend says that there were ten suns in the sky who Legend says that there were ten suns in the sky who 
wreaked havoc with drought. To save the people, the wreaked havoc with drought. To save the people, the 
skilled archer Hou Yi shot down nine of the ten suns. skilled archer Hou Yi shot down nine of the ten suns. 
In thanks, the king bestowed on Hou Yi an elixir In thanks, the king bestowed on Hou Yi an elixir 
of eternal life and an ascension to heaven. Hou Yi of eternal life and an ascension to heaven. Hou Yi 
could not bear to drink it because he wanted to stay could not bear to drink it because he wanted to stay 
on Earth with his wife, Chang’e. Years later, an evil on Earth with his wife, Chang’e. Years later, an evil 
student of Hou Yi tried to steal this elixir. In a panic, student of Hou Yi tried to steal this elixir. In a panic, 
Chang’e, the only person at home, hurriedly swal-Chang’e, the only person at home, hurriedly swal-
lowed it. She "oated to the moon, where she could lowed it. She "oated to the moon, where she could 
still glimpse Hou Yi during the night. During nights still glimpse Hou Yi during the night. During nights 
of the full moon, such as the Mid-Autumn Festival, of the full moon, such as the Mid-Autumn Festival, 
you can see Chang’e and her pet, the Jade Rabbit.you can see Chang’e and her pet, the Jade Rabbit.
--Linda WangLinda Wang, Humor Editor, Humor Editor

The story of the Jade Rabbit revolves around three immor-The story of the Jade Rabbit revolves around three immor-
tals who turned themselves into beggars to explore the tals who turned themselves into beggars to explore the 
ingenuity of three animals: a fox, a monkey, and a rabbit. ingenuity of three animals: a fox, a monkey, and a rabbit. 
The three beggars asked for food from each animal, and The three beggars asked for food from each animal, and 
both the fox and monkey gave the beggars food; how-both the fox and monkey gave the beggars food; how-
ever, the rabbit did not have any food so it sacri!ced ever, the rabbit did not have any food so it sacri!ced 
itself in order to feed them. The immortals then sent itself in order to feed them. The immortals then sent 
the rabbit to the moon to thank it and to accompany the rabbit to the moon to thank it and to accompany 
Chang’e to give medicine to those living in heaven. The Chang’e to give medicine to those living in heaven. The 
legend symbolizes sel"essness and sacri!ce — some-legend symbolizes sel"essness and sacri!ce — some-
thing present in the Mid-Autumn celebration — giving thing present in the Mid-Autumn celebration — giving 
those on Earth the honor of goodness and respectability.those on Earth the honor of goodness and respectability.
--Georgia KaufmanGeorgia Kaufman, Opinion Editor, Opinion Editor  
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her actions affected the people she loved. In 
season three, Devi evolved into someone who 
prioritizes herself, looks out for others, and is 
humble and gracious. Devi’s character now feels 
like a real person, opposed to the life free of 
consequences that she lives on screen. Devi’s 

behavior in the past seasons created 
new stereotypes and restrictions 

for South Asian girls, so the 
humanization and toned-down 
personality of her character in 
season three is a step towards 
reducing those typecasts and 
allowing South Asian girls 
to exist without having to 
!lter and monitor their 
behavior or emotions. 
It was incredible to see 
much more relatable 
and realistic acting 

from Ramakrishnan 
in season three. 
One of my personal 

favorite moments, 
and I promise I 
won’t spoil the 
end ing ,  wa s 
the !nal scene 
between Devi 
and her mom. 
Ramakrishnan 
f inishes the 

Bagora rates Netflix show 

Rising from the stage onto his dystopian city skyline 
modeled set, Tesfaye wore a face mask similar to the 
one from the “How Do I Make You Love Me” ani-
mated music video. After opening with “Alone 
Again” and “Gasoline,” he removed the mask. 
Although the setlist mostly contained songs 
from After Hours and Dawn FM — his two most 
recent albums — he still sang songs from his 
catalog. Almost everyone sang along to his 
most popular songs, like “Sacri!ce,” “The Hills,” 
“Starboy,” and more. However, only a fraction of 
the crowd sang along to songs from Trilogy and 
Kissland, two of Tesfaye’s underap-
preciated albums. 

For me, one of the 
best parts of the night 
was singing “Or 
Nah,” one of the 
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Newton-John passes away at 73
by Esha Bagora
Public Relations Manager

Net"ix’s hit series Never Have I Ever features 
an Indian-American teenager grappling with 
the highs and lows of her life. Starring Matreiyi 
Ramakrishnan as Devi Vishwakumar, season one 
follows Devi navigating high school follow-
ing her father’s death. Season two then 
focuses on Devi’s acceptance of her 
Indian culture and Indian friends. 
These !rst two installments of the 
Never Have I Ever series enrap-
tured critics and viewers alike, 
gaining over 40 million fans 
within four weeks of season 
one’s release. 

*Minimal spoilers follow: 
Season three, released 
on Aug. 12, has cap-
tured critics’ and 
viewers’ attention 
for its realistic 
and heart-wrench-
ing portrayal of 
Devi’s insecurities. 
It starts with Devi 
getting into a rela-
tionship with her 
long-term crush. 
Despite the hiccups 
the couple experi-
enced in season two, 

by Megan Hastings
Media Production Editor

British-Australian singer and actor Olivia New-
ton-John died on Aug. 8 at the age of 73 after 
!ghting a 30-year-long battle with breast cancer. 
According to her husband John Easterling, New-
ton-John passed peacefully at her Southern California 
ranch, surrounded by friends and family. 

Born on Sept. 26, 1948, Newton-John 
moved from Cambridge to Melbourne at 
the age of !ve alongside her family. 
After doubting her ability to 
pass a science exam, a young 
Newton-John decided to 
shift her focus to her sing-
ing abilities, audition-
ing for University High 
School’s production of The 
Admirable Crichton. Her 
performance gained recog-
nition in the area, and by 
1966 she recorded her 
!rst single. Her debut 
solo album, “If Not 
For You”, released 
in 1971, gave New-
ton-John her first 
international hit, 
reaching No. 25 
on Billboard’s pop 
charts. Follow-
ing the release 
of her song, 
“Let  Me  Be 
There”, she won 
her !rst Grammy 
in 1973. She would go 
on to win two more Gram-
mys the following year. 

 As Newton-John’s singing 
career took off, she landed the role of Sandy Olsen 
in the movie musical Grease. Her chemistry with 
co-star John Travolta inspired repeat viewings from 
fans enamored with their relationship in the movie 

and shot Newton-John to stardom. Although New-
ton-John initially thought she’d be too old for the 
role, audiences across America raved about her por-
trayal of the character so much that Grease became 
the top-grossing movie of 1978. Newton-John sang 
on three of the most popular tracks in the !lm, 
including the Academy Award-nominated ballad 
“Hopelessly Devoted to You”. Since then, the movie 

has become a cult classic, with millions of 
fans still tuning in to the story of Sandy 

and Danny. In 2017, Almost 40 years 
after the release of Grease, the star 

recounted “It’s just one of those 
movies. I’m very lucky to have been 

a part of it. It’s given so many people 
pleasure.”
After winning her fourth grammy 

with “Physical”, which went on 
to be one of the best-selling sin-
gles of the 80s, Newton-John took 
a break from her career to raise  
her daughter.

In 2017, the singer announced 
that her breast cancer, 

which she had fought 
since 1992, had 
returned. After 
her !rst diagno-
sis, Newton-John 

worked hard to 
raise funds 
and aware-

ness for cancer. 
In 2012, she set up 

the Olivia Newton-John 
Cancer Wellness and Research  
Centre in Melbourne. 

A cultural phenomenon 
remembered as a true star who 
was full of life, Olivia New-

ton-John is survived by her husband, daughter, 
and fans worldwide
(Sources: CNN, Wikipedia, The NY Times, NPR, 
Mof!tt, Komen)

A. Koshalieva

Chess champ Niemann refutes cheating allegations
by Lucy Panicacci
Culture Editor

Believe it or not, scandal has hit the typ-
ically uncontroversial chess community. Chess 
fans are perplexed following Magnus Carlsen’s 
loss to 19-year-old Hans Moke Niemann during the 
Sinque!eld Cup tournament in St. Louis. The 
match on Sept. 4 ended Carlsen’s impressive 
53-game winning streak. Shortly after the game,  
the Norwegian withdrew from the 
tournament, leaving much to spec-
ulation. The only explanation 
Carlsen provided was tweeting 
a clip of a Portuguese football 
manager Jose Mourinho stating  
“If I speak, I am in big trouble.”  
Due to his mysterious exit,  
fans began to suspect that Nie-
mann cheated during the match. 

In 2010, Carlsen became the 
number one player in the world, and at the 

age of 19, he was the youngest player to acquire this title. From 2018 to 
2020, he played 125 games undefeated — the longest streak in chess 
history. As a result, viewers were shocked when Carlsen lost for the 
!rst time in years to Niemann, someone who is rated much lower than 
he is. The defeat caused Carlsen to lose seven rating points, which is a 
major setback.

Niemann only started rising in the ranks in January 2021, after he 
was awarded the title of Grandmaster. Since then, Niemann has gained 
over 200 rank points — a stellar feat.

Although Niemann denies rumors of cheating, he admits that he has 
cheated online in the past: “I’m telling the world 

because I do not want any misrepresentation, 
and I do not want rumors. I have never 

cheated in an over-the-board game.”  
Following the tournament, the most  
popular chess website, chess.

com, banned him from their web-
site and removed him from their one  

million dollar tournament. 
 Competitor Ian Nepomniachtichi, who had played Carlsen 

previously, commented on the cheating accusations, claiming, “I 

don’t see this happening.” Nepom-
niachtichi joked about the accusa-
tions, remarking that eliminating 
cheating entirely would require 
strip searches. 

After the match, tourna-
ment organizers implemented 
more security measures. They 
enforced a 15-minute broadcast 
delay and scans for suspicious 
radio activity. Additionally, 
Niemann and the rest of 
the players are required 
to carry metal  detec-
tors. However, fairplay 
screenings of the Nie-
mann-Carlsen game have 
not found evidence of apparent cheating. Currently, 
without hard evidence of him cheating, Niemann will 
not face further repercussions. 
(Sources: The Wall Street Journal, The Guardian, NY Times)

by Aliya Koshalieva
Graphics Editor

After Abel Tesfaye — aka The Weeknd — postponed his After 
Hours til Dawn tour twice, he !nally hit the road in Philadelphia on 
July 14. A massive power outage canceled the concert, which affected 
the venue. After that, the tour ran smoothly up to the last show. In 
a stroke of bad luck, Tesfaye lost his voice three songs into his Sept. 
3 Los Angeles concert and had to cancel the remainder of the show. 
Although Tesfaye is offering refunds and a new date is planned, this 
turn of events left fans devastated. 

Not me, though, since I went to his sold-out Bay Area con-
cert on Aug. 27. The first opener, music producer Mike Dean, 
played some of his psychedelic hits. Then, singer Snoh Aalegra 
came out at 7:50 PM and serenaded the crowd for 30 minutes.  
The desperation to hear Tesfaye was so strong that concertgoers mis-
took a security guard doing !nal checks of the stage for the Weeknd 
himself. Finally, after what felt like forever, the Weeknd stepped up 
to the mic at 9:15 PM. 

Weeknd’s most NSFW songs, with my dad standing right 
next to me. More notable moments included when the 
whole stadium sang “Die for You” and “Less than 
Zero,” and, at the same time, the LED wristbands 
given to everyone upon entry lit up the stadium. 

Hearing some of my favorite songs live while the 
LED lights illuminated the stadium secured the 
experience as a memory I will never forget. Tesfaye 
ended the night with “Blinding Lights,” one of his 
most famous songs. 

I walked out of that show a changed woman. My 
soul ascended to Heaven during the transitions. If my 
dad wasn’t with me, I would have fallen to my knees, 

sobbing. I screamed my heart out. It was a ten out 
of ten night, and I would sell my organs to experience it 

again. Despite the two-year wait, the Weeknd did not 
disappoint. He hit all the marks and made the  

show unforgettable.

Koshalieva shares her experience at the Weeknd Concert

A. Koshalieva
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season with such a raw and vulnerable perfor-
mance that tugged at my emotions, and even 
made me cry a little. Devi’s character development 
and relatability factor increased in season three, 
leading to much more emotionally poignant 
episodes and simply made it the best season. 

Following a successful release of season three, 
Net"ix con!rmed Never Have I Ever season four, 
which will launch in 2023. Mindy Kaling, one of 
the co-creators of the show, also revealed that 
season four will sadly be the last season of Never 
Have I Ever.

they manage to have a short yet sweet relation-
ship, until Devi’s insecurities take over. As she 
begins to question herself, she starts to torpedo 
her long-sought relationship. Devi’s "aws again 
lead to the demise of her next relationship, and 
season three ends with her attempting to rekindle 
a past affair, as she now works to separate herself 
from her shortcomings. 

This current season was incredibly crucial for 
Devi’s character development, after she began 
the series as a hot-headed, impulsive high-school 
junior who didn’t give a second thought to how 

A. Ev
ans

A. Evans
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Duvall recaps 2022 Emmy Awards
by Emily Duvall
Opinion Editor

The 74th Annual Emmy Awards, hosted 
by comedian and SNL star Keenan Thompson, 
aired on NBC on Monday, Sept. 12, from the 
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles, California. 
The show opened with an upbeat, fresh medley 
of iconic television theme songs, including Friends, Law 
& Order, Stranger Things, The Brady Bunch, and many more. 
Thompson danced, sang, and brought these theme songs to 
life as dancers moved vibrantly alongside him. Throughout 
the show, Thompson managed to praise tons of the work in 
the television industry, while simultaneously rattling off jokes 
making fun of Net!ix.

To commence the award presentations, talk-show host and 
actress Oprah Winfrey went up to the stage to deliver a heart-
felt speech about the values of television in addition to 
presenting the "rst award. Following this, the program 
began recognizing the year’s most impactful Drama 
Series by showing pieced-together clips from the shows. 
They did the same compilation-like montage for 
Comedy Series as well.

Gouldrup praises Bridgers’ concert
by Sarah Gouldrup
Humor Editor

On Aug. 27, singer-songwriter Phoebe Bridgers 
made an appearance in Paso Robles, California, as part 
of her Reunion Tour. After making the three-hour drive 
from Los Gatos, waiting in a two-hour merch line at 
the Vina Robles Amphitheater, and securing a spot in 
the pit, the anticipation I felt before she made her 
appearance on stage was incomparable to anything 
I have ever felt before. While it’s almost impossible 
to summarize the artist’s concert in a few words, 
“spiritual experience” most accurately encompasses  
Bridgers’ performance. 

Beyond her incredibly agonizing songs — which 
I was already fond of prior to listening to them live 
— I must applaud Bridgers for her eye-catching 
sets that elevated the 
concert to a god-
like level. When 
she opened the 
concert with the 
first strums of 
Motion Sickness, 
one of her most 
popular songs, 
the simple scen-
ery behind her of 
a starry sky not 
only “set the 
mood,” as some 
would say, but 
also amplified 
the lyricism of 
the song. Similarly, while she sang Moon Song, 
a full moon slowly rose behind her, not reach-
ing its peak in the sky until she sang “If I could 
give you the moon/I would give you the moon.” 
Unsurprisingly, I was in shambles the second the 
moon appeared, let alone when it stopped rising. 

Bridgers made the concert interactive and 
engaging by talking with the crowd between 
songs and answering questions. Known for using 
her platform for advocacy, Bridgers vocalized her 
strong disapproval of the overturning of Roe v. 
Wade and the restrictive anti-abortion laws that 

Liu talks Hollywood drama 
by Nadia Liu
Public Relations Manager

Fans are, in fact, worried about Don’t Worry 
Darling. This is due to the behind-the-scenes 
drama overshadowing the accomplishment 
of Olivia Wilde’s thriller "lm, which releases  
on Sept. 23. 

Rumors of problems on set began when 
Oscar-winning actress Florence Pugh, who 
plays protagonist Alice Chambers, remained 
largely silent about the film, despite post-
ing about her other upcoming projects.  
Her cold shoulder ignited hearsay about tensions 
between Pugh and Wilde. Another point of discus-
sion is Shia LaBeouf, due to the unknown reason 
for his removal from the movie, and replacement  
with Harry Styles. 

The story began with Wilde firing LeBeouf 
due to his “combative energy,” according to an 
interview with Wilde. However, days after the 
interview, LeBeouf denied Wilde’s characteriza-
tion of the situation and claimed that he had 
quit, sending Variety screenshots of text mes-
sages between him and Wilde, along with a video.  
In the video, Wilde declares, “I feel like I’m not 
ready to give up on this yet, and I, too, 
am heartbroken and I want to 
"gure this out. You 
know, I think this 
might be a bit of 
a wake-up call for  
Miss Flo, and I 
want to know if 
you’re open to  
giving this a shot 
with me, with us.”  
The video further 
alludes to ten-
s i ons  be tween  
Pugh and LeBeouf, 
and seems to cor-
roborate his state-
ment that he chose 
to leave the movie.

Another behind-the-scenes plot point is 
the Wilde-Styles love affair. Paparazzi pho-
tographed Wilde and Styles together in early 
2021, sparking speculation of a relationship. 
Allegedly, Wilde and Styles got cozy on set 
while Wilde was still dating Jason Sudeikis, 
which Pugh was extremely uncomfortable with.  
While promoting the film at CinemaCon in 
April, a process server handed Wilde docu-
ments labeled “personal and confidential” 
while she was speaking to an audience.  
Though Sudeikis denies being involved in how 
the paperwork was given to Wilde and “deeply 
regrets what happened,” Wilde called the  
situation “an attack.”

Don’t Worry Darling premiered at the Venice 
Film Festival on Sept. 5, receiving a four-minute 
standing ovation. Pugh, notably, did not attend 
the press call. When asked about any bad blood, 
Wilde responded, “As for all the endless tabloid 
gossip and noise out there, the internet feeds 
itself. I don’t feel the need to contribute.” 

Later, an audience member 
recorded Styles appearing 
to spit on his co-star Chris 
Pine as he walked to his seat.  
The video went viral, with 

people dubbing it “spit-gate.”  
Pine’s publicist stated that 
such claims are “com-
plete fabrication,” and 
Styles, at a show joked,  
“I just popped very qui- 
ckly to Venice to spit on 
Chris Pine.” 

Whether all of the con-
troversy and attention over-
shadows the "lm is still to be 
seen. Hopefully the story on 
the screen provides as same 
entertainment as the one  
occurring behind-the-scenes. 
(Sources: LA Times, Variety, 
NPR, Washington Post)
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many states have implemented. Furthermore, she 
also handed the mic to multiple fans during her 
performance of Scott Street, letting the crowd 
sing the ending of the song. The crowd rewarded 
her choice to let them sing with her by later 
holding up paper hearts during Sidelines, one of 
Bridgers’s newer (and somewhat happier) songs  
about falling in love.

While Bridgers had previously performed her 
cover of Bo Burnham’s That Funny Feeling as an 
encore to her show, she gave the crowd a choice 
between Georgia, a song from her album Stranger 
in the Alps, or Waiting Room, a single originally 
released on SoundCloud in 2011. Fans ultimately 
went wild at the thought of seeing her sing Wait-

ing Room live, and she didn’t 
disappoint in granting their 
request. While the version on 
Spotify ends with lyricless music, 
Bridgers treated her fans to the 
original ending of the song that 
is no longer available to listen to.

Whether you love or hate her, there’s no 
denying Phoebe Bridgers’s ability to put on 
an incredible show. You’ll either leave sob-
bing your eyes out (as I unapologetically did) 
or scouring Ticketmaster for tickets to her  
next show!

 This year’s shows such as Suc-
cession, Euphoria, White Lotus, Ted 
Lasso, and Only Murders in the Build-
ing received as many as 25 nomina-
tions, dominating many categories. 
Aside from nominations, shows that 
took home signi"cant wins included 

Succession, Squid Game, and Ted Lasso. 
Ted Lasso snagged four wins overall at 

the ceremony, and Succession brought home 
three. Aside from "ctional and non"ctional 
television shows, pop sensation Lizzo graciously 

accepted the outstanding competition pro-
gram Emmy for her work on “Lizzo’s 
Watch Out for the Big Grrrls.”

  While Quinta Burn-
son accepted her Emmy 

for Writing for a Comedy 
Series for Abbott Elemen-

tary, a controversial 
incident occurred. 
Celebrity talk-show 

host Jimmy Kimmel presented the award with Will Arnett, whilst lying 
down as part of a skit. He remained lying down during the speech, 
and many viewers were angered by this action of his. Kimmel is in hot 
water as the internet has labelled his actions “A White Man’s Show.” 
Kimmel has since stated that he was a few margaritas too deep, and 
Burnson declared how she did not see it as a big deal.

Several memorable events occurred on this special Monday 
night, such as Sheryl Lee Ralph’s heartfelt speech after win-
ning Best Supporting Actress in a Comedy, which included her 
singing a short song and then praising how dreams do come 
true. John Legend also sang to pay tribute to lost stars such 
as Betty White, Bob Saget, Gilbert Gottfried, and many more.  
Zendaya took home the award for Best Lead Actress in a Drama Series 
for Euphoria after taking home the same award in 2020. Lee Jung-Jae, 
the protagonist in Net!ix’s Squid Game, broke barriers in the world 
of television, being the "rst person from a foreign language show to 
win Best Actor in a Drama. 

The 74th Emmy Awards made history throughout numerous categories 
and highlighted a variety of shows, ranging from Euphoria, depicting a 
young teen girl struggling with drug use, to Ted Lasso, displaying soccer 
in a comedic light. 
(Source: NBC)

always on repeat in the El Gato Lab. This is deservedly so, as 
these "rst few albums showcase the epitome of her teenage girl 
years with a background of country pop. The simplicity of these 
albums, which she released as young as 16 years old, continue 
to be appreciated. So while you wait for Oct. 21, hit play on the 
familiar favorites from Swift’s early era. 
- Saya Alvares, Sports Editor 

Fall is approaching and QUICKLY. Don’t 
worry, though! Besides college 
application deadlines and an 
increasing workload, the beginning 
of autumn also means it’s time to 
break out the fall-inspired playlists.  
While you might have started one 
already, here are three must-have 
songs to add to your growing 
compilation. Bloom, by The 
Paper Kites, is the 
ultimate fall pick, 
including every-
thing from soft 
guitar strums 
and vocals that 
make it the epitome 
of folk music. Similarly, Charlie Boy, by The Lumineers, 

is the ideal theme song when walking through recently fallen 
leaves with a crisp breeze turning your face red. Last but not least, 
if you’re looking for something a little more somber — sad vibes 
in Fall are still top-tier —  Flume, by Bon Iver, is the best song to 

kickstart that mood. 
- Sarah Gouldrup, Humor Editor

 Autumn is what you make it, and if you 
want to make it awesome, El Gato recommends 
these books to help commence the spooky 

season. If you tend to lean more towards fantasy, 
novels like The Invisible Life of Addie Larue and 
the Six of Crows duology are perfect for you. 
Both books with fantastical elements, their 

dreary city settings, and cozy characters will make 
you want to curl up with a pumpkin-spice candle and 

fuzzy blanket. If you prefer realistic "ction, John 
Green’s Looking for Alaska is thought-provoking 
and comforting, with an instantly-lovable main 
character. The book’s boarding-school setting 
and found family trope make it the perfect 
autumn read, especially for people who aren’t 

typically readers. So whether you’re celebrating 
fall by dressing up for Halloween or binging Gilmore 

Girls in your bed, this year, do it with a good book.                                  
 - Kate Gruetter, National/World EditorB. Gibson
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If you can count on music industry icon Taylor Swift for one 
thing, it’s a surprise. After winning a VMA on Aug. 28 for  
her short "lm “All Too Well,” the singer-songwriter announced the 
release of her tenth studio album, Midnights. The album boasts 13 
tracks, representing “13 sleepless nights scattered throughout [her] 
life.” Swift is set to release the album on Oct. 21, and fans are already 
speculating about whether she will release a single from the album before 
its release. Be sure to listen to this album, and, if you want to take it  
a step further, stay up 
until midnight listening 
on Oct. 21.G

- Kate Gruetter,   ter,                           
National/World Editor 

In light of Taylor 
Swift’s announcement of 
her new album, let’s not 
forget her iconic original 
music that forever holds 
a special place in Swift-
ies’ hearts. While a myriad 
of fans await a possible 
single from the album 
Midnights, her debut 
album Taylor Swift (2006) 
and Fearless (2008) are 



my 17th birthday because I very legally bought those Scratchers and 
am of legal age to buy scratchers because I am 18 and de! nitely 
not 17 and de! nitely would not lie about my age in my high school 
publication). My internal monologue became extremely southern, just 
like the accents of my similarly af" icted online gambling peers, as I 
scratched away at the honey-themed card. I won ten whole dollars 
— plus another free “Bee Lucky” card. This just goes to show that 
gambling is a good way to spend your money because you will very 
likely win, despite what you may have heard from those against 
making big bucks. 

As I leave my dear readers, I would like to instill one ! nal point 
for those who are interested in getting involved with the single most 
effective money-making strategy: 100 percent of gambling addicts 
quit before they strike it rich.

addicted to watching middle-aged women from the Southeastern 
United States spend their entire paychecks on those one-dollar 
Scratchers with the frogs on them. 

Truth be told, my journey with Scratchers started way before 
two weeks ago. When my brother turned 18 six months ago, nothing 
could keep us from the CA Lottery machine in Safeway. We deduced 
that the best Scratchers are the cheapest ones on the bottom shelf 

of the machine that boast a “grand 
prize” of less than 50 dollars. For us, 
it’s not about the money. It’s about 

scratching away at a piece of rainbow 
cardboard just because it’s some-
thing to do. It’s also a little bit about 
the money. And a little bit about 
the happy, happy frogs 

that console you when 
you realize you paid a whole 

dollar just to lose (what even are 
the odds of that?).

Not that I lose often! On Sept. 8, I realized that I 
am probably the best scratcher in the world. I bought 
four one-dollar “Bee Lucky” Scratchers to celebrate my 
18th birthday (and by that I absolutely do not mean 

believed that we would be besties if not for 
the tens of millions of followers separating us. 
After all, she did cheer with my cousin, so we 
are technically separated by only one degree. 

My next parasocial connection came via the 
multimillion dollar franchise “Mamma Mia.” 
Meryl Streep is the wine aunt of my 
dreams. Regardless of my inability 
to determine what Streep is like 
beyond her acting personas, I 

still can imagine her as an 

by Alex Evans 
Editor-in-Chief

I abhor the popular practice of airing out 
a celebrity’s every move. Nonetheless, I do 
admit that this practice makes my parasocial 
relationship fantasies absolutely " ourish. First 
introduced to me by Eliza McLamb and Julia 
Hava on social commentary podcast “Binch-
topia,” a parasocial relationship refers to the 
one-sided relationship that fans create 
with social media stars and A-listers 
alike. Fans devote time and energy 
into crafting images of that person 
beyond their online presence. Oftentimes, 
this leads to the illusion of that famous person 
being a friend, acquaintance, or even lover in 
fans’ minds.  

It is easy to make fun of myself for partic-
ipating in this, so shoutout to my best friend 
Emma Chamberlain, my unhinged wine aunt 
Meryl Streep, and my cool older sister Phoebe 
Bridgers. 

As an avid Emma Chamberlain content con-
sumer throughout middle school, I transitioned 
into the parasocial realm after experiencing 
an intense dream during my freshman year. 
In said dream, Emma Chamberlain and I road 
tripped from Los Angeles to San Francisco for 
a photo shoot, which we planned extensively. 
As a former San Mateo resident and high school 
student, it made so much sense that we would 
get along and that we were really deep-down 
friends. 

Of course, I was enthralled by the connection 
I made and felt the need to Twitter DM Cham-
berlain through her podcast account. Although 
a shameful attempt with no response or mention 
on said podcast, the saga continued, as I truly 
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by Emily Duvall
Opinion Editor

Years of middle school P.E. miles have pre-
pared you for this very moment. The moment 
of truth. The ! nal test. The clock strikes 
2:20 PM (or 2:25 PM on even days, XOXO 
LGHS). The mad dash begins. In a split 
second, the world turns to chaos. 
Mobs of crazed students pour out of 
classrooms all across campus. It is 
each person for themselves. To 
your right, your second grade 
desk buddy sprints wildly 
past the New Tech 
Building throwing 
caution to the 
wind, back-
pack swinging 
aggressively to 
and fro. Where are they going, you 
may ask? The senior lot. 

My dearest peers and I in the 
Class of 2023 are now seniors, if you 
did not already know. We are now 
the class unapologetically jogging and 
sprinting to our cars. I never thought it 
would be our turn to do this, but here we 
are. As a senior of barely one month, I 
am here to speci! cally inform all of you 
loyal readers about my observations and 
inferences after the ! rst few weeks of 
driving chaos. 

Say goodbye to your 3:00 PM dentist 
appointment. It’s not gonna happen. 
Unless you received the sub six minute 
mile shirt in middle school P.E., you have no chance. 
If you are not in your car checking to make sure no 
one is speeding at you, taking off your backpack, 

and clicking on your seatbelt in the span 
of ten seconds, say goodbye to the next 
30 minutes of your day. Not to men-
tion, you should already be at your 
car precisely one minute after the bell 
rings in addition to the other tasks. 

People show their true 
colors once the car line 

begins to build. I 
have lost friends 
in the senior lot. I 
cannot express the 

profound betrayal 
I feel when my 
sixth grade bestie 

doesn’t let me into 
the never-ending line 

of cars. Did our friendship 
mean nothing? Don’t even 
get me started about the 
people who cut through 
the teacher parking lot to 
pass half the senior student 
body. Did nobody teach you 

about bucket dipping in ele-
mentary school? Want to get on my 
good side? Let me cut in front of 
you. In return, we can now be best 

friends for life. I might even throw 
in a Dio chai latte for free.

The senior lot provides so much 
good content to talk about, as it is ! lled 

with excitement, road rage, and occa-
sional crashes. In my one whole month 
as a senior, I have learned compassion, 
humility, and patience, traits I will carry 

with me throughout the rest of my life. I have grown 
for the better, but do not test me just yet. 

Duvall laments the senior lot Evans dreams of celebrity besties

by Michaela Thimot
People Editor

Don’t get me wrong, Outside Lands was probably one of the best 
weekends of my life, but looking back on some of the borderline 
psychotic things I experienced, it adopts a tinge of horror.

I honestly don’t know what scared me more, Oliver Tree scream-
ing at the crowd that he hates them while a full grown man dressed 
in an alien suit yelled incomprehensible noises next to him, or the 
multiple people in front of me during Jack Harlow THOROUGHLY 
enjoying each other’s company. In the wise words of El Gato editor-
in-chief Brynn Gibson, “Oliver hurt my feelings.” Yeah, we all agree. 

The worst part might have been attempting to get out of the 
park after Posty healed my soul and single handedly changed my 
life. I. Saw. Heaven. Imagine the joy of skin to skin contact with 
sweaty teenagers at Coro, and now multiply that by a crowd of 
Post Malone proportions. I swear I’m not exaggerating when I say I 
developed a newfound sense of claustrophobia just from the group 
of college boys trying to shotgun [redacted beverages] in standstill 
traf! c of 200,000 people. I was uncomfy, very uncomfy. My idiotic 
friend attempted to do a back" ip next to these sad excuses for men 
and fell directly into them, spilling an entire can of said beverages 
all over my beautiful, brand new white bodysuit.

Looking back, I probably shouldn’t have worn a silky white 
bodysuit only to be thrown into a mob of sweaty imbe-
ciles, but I cared more about how delicious I looked 
than the state of my top, which thankfully 
(barely) resisted falling apart. The 
only redeeming quality of this 
crowd was a group attempt 
to sing the same three 
lines of an indecipher-
able song while slowly 
marching through a tunnel. 
It all felt very Hallmark-teenage-com-
ing-of-age movie to me. 

The weekend also gifted me with 
a lovely new scar on my ankle that 
hasn’t healed a full month later, a 
permanent reminder of the fear 
instilled upon me. Honestly, I’m 
surprised some OSL born microbe hasn’t infested my 
ankle yet. The trip to get to and from the park from our 
hotel was about three miles, which in SF with its hills 
is more like 200 miles. The Ubers were ridiculously 

by Isla Patrick
Center Editor

About two weeks ago, my phone decided I was an extreme gam-
bling addict. I could not open any social media app without it bom-
barding me with live footage of Americans just like myself spending 
upwards of 5,000 dollars on Scratchers. Soon enough, I found myself 
embroiled in the world of gambling in" uencers who have drama 
amongst themselves 
rivaling that of 
Trisha Paytas and 
Ethan Klein. One 
scratcher accused 
he r  gamb l ing 
c o l l e a g u e  o f 
lying about her 
winnings.  The 
accused refuted 
her accuser on a 
competing livestream, 
where I, alongside a dozen other gambling enthusiasts, sat in the 
cross! re of the comment section. As you can imagine, I became totally 
and completely hooked. The ! rst step to recovery is admitting that 
you have a problem, so here I go: my name is Isla Patrick, and I am 

Patrick justifi es her “healthy” gambling addiction

priced at close to 100 dollars, so we opted to 
take Lime and Bird scooters instead. 

DO NOT USE LIME!! I repeat: DO. NOT. 
USE. I had to use four different 

Lime scooters in one trip there 
because mine decided to die any 
time the incline reached over 
! ve degrees. I was forced to ride 
on the back of my friend’s until 
I found a superior Bird scooter. 
Regardless, said teenage boy 
grew up thinking he was some 

sort of scooter icon and decided 
to jump over every curb imaginable. 

Before I ! nally did get a Bird scooter, 
I hit it against my ankle three different 

times and was left to suffer at the park with 
it uncovered, bleeding, and exposed for an entire 

day. It was giving grown up Razor scooter to the ankle. 
It caused me enough pain to want to send me straight out 

of the park, but the entire experience was worth it to see the 
one and only, Post Malone. 
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could keep us from the CA Lottery machine in Safeway. We deduced 
that the best Scratchers are the cheapest ones on the bottom shelf 

of the machine that boast a “grand 
prize” of less than 50 dollars. For us, 
it’s not about the money. It’s about 

scratching away at a piece of rainbow 
cardboard just because it’s some-
thing to do. It’s also a little bit about 
the money. And a little bit about 
the happy, happy frogs 

that console you when 
you realize you paid a whole 

dollar just to lose (what even are 
the odds of that?).

Not that I lose often! On Sept. 8, I realized that I 

upwards of 5,000 dollars on Scratchers. Soon enough, I found myself 
embroiled in the world of gambling in" uencers who have drama 
amongst themselves 
rivaling that of 
Trisha Paytas and 
Ethan Klein. One 
scratcher accused 
he r  gamb l ing 
c o l l e a g u e  o f 
lying about her 
winnings.  The 
accused refuted 
her accuser on a 
competing livestream, 
where I, alongside a dozen other gambling enthusiasts, sat in the 

Years of middle school P.E. miles have pre-
pared you for this very moment. The moment 
of truth. The ! nal test. The clock strikes 
2:20 PM (or 2:25 PM on even days, XOXO 
LGHS). The mad dash begins. In a split 
second, the world turns to chaos. 
Mobs of crazed students pour out of 
classrooms all across campus. It is 
each person for themselves. To 
your right, your second grade 
desk buddy sprints wildly 
past the New Tech 
Building throwing 

and fro. Where are they going, you 
may ask? The senior lot. 

My dearest peers and I in the 
Class of 2023 are now seniors, if you 
did not already know. We are now 
the class unapologetically jogging and 
sprinting to our cars. I never thought it 
would be our turn to do this, but here we 
are. As a senior of barely one month, I 
am here to speci! cally inform all of you 
loyal readers about my observations and 
inferences after the ! rst few weeks of 

Say goodbye to your 3:00 PM dentist 
appointment. It’s not gonna happen. 
Unless you received the sub six minute 

of ten seconds, say goodbye to the next 
30 minutes of your day. Not to men-
tion, you should already be at your 
car precisely one minute after the bell 
rings in addition to the other tasks. 

People show their true 
colors once the car line 

begins to build. I 

the never-ending line 
of cars. Did our friendship 

mean nothing? Don’t even 
get me started about the 
people who cut through 
the teacher parking lot to 
pass half the senior student 
body. Did nobody teach you 

about bucket dipping in ele-
mentary school? Want to get on my 
good side? Let me cut in front of 
you. In return, we can now be best 

friends for life. I might even throw 
in a Dio chai latte for free.

The senior lot provides so much 
good content to talk about, as it is ! lled 

with excitement, road rage, and occa-
sional crashes. In my one whole month 
as a senior, I have learned compassion, 

park after Posty healed my soul and single handedly changed my 
life. I. Saw. Heaven. Imagine the joy of skin to skin contact with 
sweaty teenagers at Coro, and now multiply that by a crowd of 
Post Malone proportions. I swear I’m not exaggerating when I say I 

Looking back, I probably shouldn’t have worn a silky white 
bodysuit only to be thrown into a mob of sweaty imbe-
ciles, but I cared more about how delicious I looked 
than the state of my top, which thankfully 
(barely) resisted falling apart. The 
only redeeming quality of this 
crowd was a group attempt 
to sing the same three 
lines of an indecipher-
able song while slowly 
marching through a tunnel. 
It all felt very Hallmark-teenage-com-
ing-of-age movie to me. 

The weekend also gifted me with 
a lovely new scar on my ankle that 
hasn’t healed a full month later, a 
permanent reminder of the fear 
instilled upon me. Honestly, I’m 
surprised some OSL born microbe hasn’t infested my 
ankle yet. The trip to get to and from the park from our 
hotel was about three miles, which in SF with its hills 
is more like 200 miles. The Ubers were ridiculously 

priced at close to 100 dollars, so we opted to 

time the incline reached over 
! ve degrees. I was forced to ride 
on the back of my friend’s until 
I found a superior Bird scooter. 
Regardless, said teenage boy 
grew up thinking he was some 

sort of scooter icon and decided 
to jump over every curb imaginable. 

Before I ! nally did get a Bird scooter, 
I hit it against my ankle three different 

times and was left to suffer at the park with 
it uncovered, bleeding, and exposed for an entire 

day. It was giving grown up Razor scooter to the ankle. 
It caused me enough pain to want to send me straight out 

of the park, but the entire experience was worth it to see the 
one and only, Post Malone. 

Thimot details her catastrophies at osl
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multimillion dollar franchise “Mamma Mia.” 
Meryl Streep is the wine aunt of my 
dreams. Regardless of my inability 
to determine what Streep is like 
beyond her acting personas, I 

still can imagine her as an 

Hava on social commentary podcast “Binch-
topia,” a parasocial relationship refers to the 
one-sided relationship that fans create 
with social media stars and A-listers 

beyond their online presence. Oftentimes, 
this leads to the illusion of that famous person 
being a friend, acquaintance, or even lover in 

It is easy to make fun of myself for partic-
ipating in this, so shoutout to my best friend 

aunt of mine sitting at the end of the Thanksgiving 
table, playing Scrabble with a glass of chardonnay 
in hand. Something about the almost stringiness 
and curly blonde of her hair really just brings it 
altogether for me. 

Finally, the goddess angel herself, musician 
Phoebe Bridgers. When I stumbled into an obsession 
with her during quarantine, I quickly enveloped 
myself in the same media Bridgers consumes. Her 
muse, Elliot Smith, quickly became one of my top 
artists. I stalked her through the Instagram @
celebbookrecs to uncover her fav reads. The list 
goes on. I aspire to have the talent and beauty 
she possesses, despite my failure to remember basic 
guitar chords. I would gladly give up my position 
of oldest sibling if that meant sacri! cing it to her; 
as she once said, “anything she wants me to do, 
I will do.”

From these long shot scenarios, I am only reiter-
ating the pure stupidity of parasocial relationships. 
As long as they are not with anyone in the Glee 
cast, I’m not too concerned.
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the presence of Alice, the 24-toed cat. The alternate location is in 
the car on the way home, with the windows down and Lorde blasting 
at obscene levels. However, drinking the Sweet Treat in the car can 
result in a spilled drink, which is a disaster that parallels the fall of 
Rome, and therefore must be avoided. 

While it seems dramatic, the amount of serotonin the Sweet 
Treat consistently provides is unfathomable to someone who doesn’t 
indulge in the lifestyle. When Liu is falling asleep in math, she 
thinks of the Sweet Treat she 
will get after school. When 
Gruetter’s already packed 
schedule overflows 
with another upcom-
ing test or project, she 
reaches for the comfort 
of the Sweet Treat. To 
them, the Sweet Treat 
is medicine, an elixir 
that can remedy any 
problem or frustration. 
To them, Sweet Treat is 
love, Sweet Treat is life. 

One must order the Sweet Treat right before suc-
cessfully exiting the school parking lot to ensure 
perfect timing. And even then, the timing is still  
up to chance. 

To obtain the magical Sweet Treat, it is neces-
sary to leave school before traf!c hits. Since Gru-
etter parks Fitz, her beloved car, on the street by 
the new tech building, nicknamed the “Sophomore 
Strip,” it is imperative to get to the car before the 
seniors start leaving the “Senior Lot.” Otherwise, 
the Sweet Treat drive by goes from a 20-minute 
expedition to a much longer adventure. This situ-
ation means that Gruetter and Liu must anticipate 
the bell — like runners at a starting line — and 
depart immediately when class is dismissed. The 
speed-walking pair wind and weave through gos-
siping groups and couples making out, all for their 
sensational Sweet Treat.

Sweet Treat must also be enjoyed in a spe-
ci!c location to ful!ll the ultimate Sweet Treat 
lifestyle. One option is the home where Gruetter 

cat sits, where the pair enjoy their Sweet Treat in 

A. Evans

Most people who have pierced ears get this 
procedure done in their youth. Whether they’re 
three months old or three years old, it’s safe to 
say that it’s uncommon for people to get their 
!rst ear piercings 
at age 16. I am 
not most people. 

I’m not entirely 
sure if it’s my par-
ents fault or my 
fault, but I was 
always a l i tt le 
behind on the 
whole piercings 
thing. It wasn’t that 
my parents didn’t let 
me, or that I didn’t 
want to; it was more 
something that I 
always said I wanted 
to do, yet never actu-
ally did. First, it was 
because I didn’t want 
them to get infected, 
then I couldn’t !nd 
a place to get them 
done, and it 
always just 
didn’t seem 
to work with 
my soccer schedule. How-
ever, on Aug.12, I made the brave 
decision to walk into Claire’s, my 
dear mother at my side, and !nally get my  
ears pierced. 

I would say the number one worst thing 
about getting your ears pierced at such 
a late age is the judgment. You can’t cry, 
because all of your friends’ younger siblings, 
who were a decade younger than you when 
they got their ears pierced, did not cry. 
In fact, they said it didn’t hurt at all. So, 
if you end up saying anything different, 
you’re immediately classified as weaker than  
an elementary schooler.

It doesn’t end there though. The harsh responsibili-
ties of teen-dom make remembering to clean your ears 
nearly impossible. My irresponsible attitude led my ears 
to crust and swell, and somehow my overpriced Claires 
stud earrings ended up inside of my ear. That’s right. 
The jewel decor on the jewelry was inside of my ear-

ring hole, and it hurt. 
I suffered through 
Labor Day weekend 
with bloody ears and 
low spirits. It got 
to the point where 
I began to depend 
on my mother, the 
lovely Bianca, to 
clean and twist my 
earrings for me 
because I was so 
terrible at it.

My dependent 
tendenc ies  do 
not stop there, 
however. I also 
now rely on my 
soccer  team-
mates to remove 
and replace my 
earrings before 
and after our 
games. At !rst, 
this routine 
was fine, it 
even helped 
build a team 

community. But all this ended when your dear team-
mate, Kira Fairman, deemed your earring holes subor-
dinate, and decided to re-pierce your ears (by shoving 
earrings through them) herself.   

Now, despite my struggles, I am very glad I ful!lled 
my dream of piercing my ears.  Ultimately, I think 
they look pretty and are fun to !ddle with, and my 
pain makes for a good story. The whole experience 
has taught me a valuable lesson I should have learned 
earlier: age is but a number, and you should never let 
how many years you’ve been on this earth stop you 
from pursuing your dreams and aspirations, in this 
case getting your ears pierced late.  

especially when I get desperate, because 
I will say anything not to get a shot. 
Oftentimes, I’ll inform my mother, who 

really only wants the best for me, that I 
would prefer to get the "u rather than a 
shot. To this, most people would think 
I was foolish, but I really don’t think 
they understand my perfectly rational 
fear of shots. 

After bargaining comes sadness. 
Along with anger, the sadness really 
sets in during the car ride to the doctor 
with the understanding that there is no 
way for me to prevent this. I will start 
unashamedly sobbing with a tiny sliver 
of hope that my mother will feel some 
pity for me and turn the car around. 
Unfortunately, this is never the case. 

One might think that once I, a 15- 
year-old, got out of the car, I’d stop 

crying because I am 15, and it 
is “just a shot.” They would be 
wrong. I feel no shame in walk-
ing into my doctor’s of!ce mid 

tantrum. As a vaccine veteran, 
I have created a very speci!c 
list of questions for the nurse 
in charge of such an important 
job. Depending on the answers 
I receive, I can then assess 
whether the nurse in ques-
tion is quali!ed to give me my 
shot. Some nurses just need 
to understand that I’m not 
!ve anymore. Little tricks like 
asking me to look away or sur-
prising me just don’t work. If 
anything they’ll earn the nurse 
a nice little death stare from 
me. In the end, I manage to 
survive, regardless of the pain, 
and am rewarded with Cookies 
and Cream ice cream. However, 
when next year rolls around, I 
!nd myself right back at stage 
one, denying all that is to come. 
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LIu and gruetter enjoy beloved Sweet Treat
by Nadia Liu and Kate Gruetter
Public Relations Manager and  
National/World Editor

Different people worship different 
things. Old women worship cats, Barbz 
worship Nicki Minaj, and Kate Gruetter 
and Nadia Liu worship the exquisite Sweet 
Treat. Sweet Treat refers to the seven dollars 
Gruetter and Liu spend on Starbucks twice, 
thrice, and sometimes even four times a week. 

For Gruetter, a Sweet Treat is some variation of 
espresso, vanilla "avorings, and sweet cream cold 
foam. Liu’s idea is basically the same, plus a small 
splash of Chai. One cannot de!ne the Sweet Treat 
as just a beverage. It is a lifestyle. The Sweet Treat 
lifestyle means being willing to pay seven dollars for 
seven minutes of heaven, and then seven weeks of hell 
when a forgotten, discarded coffee stinks up your car. 

Sweet Treat also demands impeccable timing. If 
ordered too early, the wonderful Sweet Cream Cold Foam 
topping is sure to melt; however, if ordered too late, an 
awkward period of sitting-in-the-car-anxiously ensues. 

Rawlings Fears shots gruetter pierces ears

Bricker Recounts iconic buchanan moments
by Sidney Bricker
Media Production Editor

 This is all fake and made up. Principal Kevin Buchanan, Los 
Gatos High’s reigning sovereign, is nothing if he isn’t a major source 
of pride for our school. The following is my de!nitive list of Principal 
Buchanan’s top three most iconic moments:

#1: The time Principal Buchanan stood on the balcony at Sadies 
and considered whether or not to try crowd sur!ng. This was a time 
Principal Buchanan really lived up to his role of school mascot. It 
happened at LGHS’s 2022 space-themed Sadies dance, in the New 
Tech quad. We were all just milling about in circles, trying 
to enjoy our respective nights, when out of 
some shadowy recess strode Principal 
Buchanan to survey the Star Wars-
costumed crowds. We were in shock. Prin-
cipal Buchanan, a true school hallmark, 
was standing there before our very eyes. 

We began chanting his name. Prin-
cipal Buchanan, his eyes glowing with 
eminence, was so pleased to be thus 
recognized that he began to climb over 
the balcony in order to jump off into the arms of the collective student 
body and crowdsurf. Mr. Cook stopped him because it was “not safe 

to leap into the arms of the collective student body and crowdsurf,” 
but we all maintain that we would have caught him like a gently 
falling feather. 

#2: The time I was walking down the main hallway during 5th 
period and no one else was around when lo and behold, out from a 
dark corner, stepped Principal Buchanan to perform treason and then 
gaslight me. Mr. Buchanan’s second most iconic moment, as it falls 

in my ranking, is one that no one else believes. This is because I 
was the sole witness. 

It was !fth period, and I was 
traipsing down the main hallway 

on some kind of extended bathroom 
break. Suddenly, from out of some 
unknown crevasse, leapt Principal 
Buchanan. At this point, he and I 
were the only two people in the 
hallway. He locked eyes with me and 
pointedly reached over and pulled 

the !re alarm. I just stood there open-mouthed. 
“It’s been me the whole time.” he said. “I’ve been behind 

every !re alarm this year.” NOT TO MENTION, he said all of this in a 
fully American accent. Not even a bit British! ‘I have simply got to tell 
someone, I really must,’ I was thinking. Eyes glimmering with malevo-

lence, Principal Buchanan said “nobody will ever believe you,” in the 
most American, least British, accent I have ever heard. He was right. 
Despite no one ever believing me that it happened, I would consider 
this moment to be one of Buchanan’s most iconic.

#3: The time Principal Buchanan tried to graduate with the class 
of 2022, but the school board wouldn’t let him. This one is a strong 
contender. It was during last year’s graduation, during the K last 
names, as everyone was walking across the stage to have their names 
mispronounced, shake hands, and get their diploma from one school 
board trustee or another, that in between two names being called 
Principal Buchanan crept from out of some unexplored cranny and 
took to the stage. He must have gotten his !rst name confused with 
his last because he should’ve been walking with the B group, not the 
K group. Either way, he walked with such con!dence across the stage, 
eyes simmering with pride at having completed the requirements to 
graduate, we almost didn’t notice it was him. 

However, the school board member that would’ve given him his 
diploma had he completed the necessary requirements to graduate 
wouldn’t hand it over, and he just stood there playing of!cial-docu-
ment-tug-of-war with her for a couple of minutes until one of the other 
school board members joined in against him and forced him to leave 
the stage dejected and ungraduated. This moment de!nitely contrib-
uted to his status as iconic in the view of the collective student body.

by Margo Rawlings
News Editor 

Did I have a mental breakdown 
and throw a tantrum over getting 
my "u shot last year? Yes. Will I have 
another one this year? Also yes. 
While this may seem a little irratio-
nal, and even somewhat toddler-like, 
don’t be so quick to judge! First, allow 
me to explain the !ve stages of grief 
I experience each year. 

First: denial. Every year my 
mother informs me of my "u shot 
appointment at the latest possible 
moment, thinking that it’ll save me 
from dreading the upcoming date. 
Contrary to her beliefs, it does not. 
I spend the !rst quarter of my day 
in severe denial. I use the entirety 
of my brain power to convince myself 
that my mother is mistaken, and 
this is a mix up. This continues 
until I come to the unfortunate 
realization that no matter how 
much I manifest my mom’s car 
breaking or a natural disaster 
occuring, the likelihood of 
escape is pretty slim. 

This initiates the next 
stage: anger. Words cannot 
describe the wrath that I 
feel for anyone and every-
one around me. Describing 
me as “moody” would be 
quite an understatement. 
I’ll admit, although I can 
be grumpy at times, that 
is nothing compared to the 
pure rage I feel following  
such devastating news. 

Then, the bargaining 
begins. One of my most 
common tactics is attempt-
ing to convince my mother 
not to force me to go. All 
reason "ies out the window, 

by Kate Gruetter
National/World Editor
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by Sarah Gouldrup
Humor Editor

Rising football star and 
incoming freshman Jack Har-
rington is nothing short of 
spectacular when it comes to 
sports and school. Whether 
he’s perfecting his tackle 
after school on Helm Field 
or designing a project in his 
Intro to Engineering class, the 
15-year-old is always putting his 
best foot forward. 

To kick off his !rst year at LGHS, 
Harrington is taking six classes including Spanish 
2, Geometry, and, most notably, Intro to Engi-
neering. When asked why he chose to take an 
engineering class out of the numerous electives 
the high school offers, Harrington explained, “My 
dad did it in college, and he really liked it. So it 
sounded interesting. I wanted to try it.” While 
Harrington hasn’t started creating anything yet, 
he’s excited to progress from drawing objects to 
building prototypes. 

Before he even began high school, Harrington 
knew he wanted to play a sport for LGHS, whether 
it was football or lacrosse. “I’m most looking for-
ward to being able to play sports to represent the 
school,” he said.  Staying true to his hopes, he 
joined the freshman football team as a fullback 
and defensive back. Harrington described that at 
a typical practice, the team starts with warm ups, 
then does independent drills, and !nally ends the 
day with group drills and inter-team scrimmages. 
He proudly expressed that “the team has been 
doing well in their !rst couple games, and the 

season is off to a great start.”
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• Lasso dominates on 
bithe resevoir 
• Ralston returns to 
iiiVarsity water polo

Besides football, Harrington also plays lacrosse, 
which he has participated in for around three 

years now. The long-time player is looking 
forward to the spring season because he is 
“much better [at lacrosse] than [he is] 
at football.” Harrington has played for 
both the Redhawks and the Chauncey 
Boys — two organizations that coach the 
sport for boys in the sixth grade and up. 

Harrington also volunteers outside 
of school as part of a community service 

group called Boys Team Charity. As a member 
for over three years, Harrington has dedicated 

numerous hours to helping all types of people in 
Los Gatos.  He detailed: “I deliver goods to people like 
groceries and I got to buy them and bring them to 
House of Hope. One time, I organized a bunch of fruit 
for over three hours.”

Harrington loves to spend his free time hanging 
out with his labradoodle Cali or wakeboarding with 
his friends at New Melones lake. Whether he’s on the 
!eld, in the classroom, or in the community making a 
difference, Harrington is sure to make a mark on LGHS 
during his next four years on campus!

by Georgia Kaufman
Opinion Editor

If junior Diego Lasso could describe himself 
in !ve words, he would say thoughtful, creative, 
athletic, and not funny. Whether he is "ying down 
Lexington Reservoir for the Los Gatos Rowing 
Club’s (LGRC) Varsity Men’s team or overachieving 
in any of his !ve AP/honors classes, one can 
always expect to evoke dry humor and spunk out 
of Lasso during a conversation.

The junior joined LGRC’s Novice Men’s team as 
a freshman during the COVID-19 pandemic. Lasso 
claimed that he “was not originally going to stick 
to rowing, but after novice year [he] decided to try 
another year — this time on Varsity — and [he] 
decided to stick to it.” To be quite frank, Lasso 
made a great decision, as his rowing successes 
grew exponentially after joining the Varsity team.

Lasso made a lasting impression at the begin-
ning of his Varsity career when he “beat [his] older 
brother, senior Alberto Lasso’s sophomore year PR 
(personal record).” After that, Lasso was placed in 
an under-17 age category four-person boat (with 

coxswain [labeled 4+]) during the LGRC Spring 
season. Lasso and his four other boatmates — 
including Los Gatos junior Taj Chunawala as 
the coxswain — made it through Southwest 
regionals on Lake Natoma, which then quali!ed 
them for the 2022 Youth National Championships 
(YNC) in Sarasota, Florida.

Lasso admitted, “Before we left for Florida, 
we were probably training twice a day, having 
one practice before school starting around 6:00 
AM, and one after school starting at 3:30 and 
ending at 6:15.” The extra practices quickly paid 
off because Lasso and his four teammates placed 
!rst in their U17 4+ category at YNC.

Pondering the !nal race he rowed in Florida, 
Lasso lamented, “It was painful. My crew and I 
never pushed ourselves that hard. After we !n-
ished the race it was a good feeling, but overall 
I was just feeling really dehydrated.”

When asked about his future with the sport, 
Lasso explained that he “will only stay in it if 
it helps him with college, but [his] main pur-
pose of rowing right now is to stay !t and have 
something to do every day.”

While practically a five-star athlete for 
rowing, Lasso also excels in academics. His 
!ve advanced courses include AP Spanish, AP 
Psychology, AP US History, AP Language and 
Composition, and Trig/Precalc Honors. Lasso 
even took an online course for Algebra 2, just so 
he could take an honors math course this year 
— proving his dedication to academics

Lasso proves himself as an outstanding and 
overachieving student athlete, even as a middle 
child. Although the aforementioned “spunk” 
introduces itself with him far into a conversa-
tion, you can always trust Lasso to bring up food. 

by Macy Dennon
News Editor

Among sophomores, Alley Slater stands out Her story 
began in the Philippines, where she was born and 
raised for the !rst seven years of her life. Slater’s 
story then continued as she moved to a small 
town in Alaska before inevitably blessing 
the Bay Area with the thrilling accounts 
of her endless adventures. 

Slater moved to Los Gatos in August, 
but not before making a myriad of 
memories. The school that she went 
to previous to LGHS had a total of ten 
people, including her two brothers. To 
top it off, Slater was the only person in 
her grade and there was only one teacher 
who taught at her high school. She 
remarked, “I like having different teachers 
for each subject. Having the same teachers 
is kind of tiring.” There were two teachers in 
the entire town — one for elementary school 
and one for high school — and they both taught 
all subjects.  

Slater noted that there were no sports at her old school. 
The LG !eld hockey team has recently added her to its ranks, 

and she is already enjoying herself as she managed to convince some 
of the players that she rode a polar bear to school.

She observes that although there is an increase in population 
from her old school to Los Gatos, “the biggest change would 

have to be driving to school. It is a whole lot different… 
There is a lot more traf!c here than in Alaska and  

I drove a boat to school.” Slater transported 
herself to school every day on her seven foot 
covered Skiff across the inlet that separated her  
from the school. 

  The athlete expressed the sentiment that, 
“Alaska may be the biggest state, but it is 
very small,” when referring to the population 
and overall development. Slater described 
the beautiful scenery that she is missing out 
on now that she is a resident in Los Gatos, 
including a recent showing of Northern Lights 

in her old town. 
   Another danger to living in Alaska, besides 

the killer views, is the possibility of a bear attack 
and Slater has more than enough evidence to justify 

that claim. One day, Slater sliced her !nger with a wood 
splitter. Her dad chartered a plane and "ew to the nearest big 

town and went to the hospital. She said, “my brother and my mom 
dropped me off. On their way back, there was a bear…It was really big 

and it was coming towards them. So my brother got a shotgun because 
we know how to shoot guns. We know how to operate them. We know 
[how to safely use] them. He tried shooting right beside its foot, but 
not at its foot. Trying not to hurt it. Trying to spoof it away and … it 
took like three shots to !nally get him to go away.” 

Slater even has a famous chicken named Salley, which appeared 
on a veterinary show that came to her town. She and her family were 
featured on an episode, further adding to Slater’s life tales. Look out 
for this 16-year-old in the halls, because if these memories are only 
a few of the many from her time spent in Alaska, she still has many 
more stories to tell. 

Slater brings stories of Alaskan adventures to Los Gatos

Moore commits to Dartmouth for D1 tennis
by Jordan Chan
Editor-in-Chief

Get ready Wildcats: After spending two years away from LGHS, 
Michela Moore is back and ready to enjoy her senior year before 
heading off to Dartmouth to play Division 1 Tennis next fall. A force 
to be reckoned with, Moore has ranked as high as 39th in the nation 
and currently ranks tenth in California for her age group according to 
the United States Tennis Association.

During her sophomore and junior years of high school, Moore 
attended Laurel Springs, an online K-12 school with a rigorous curricu-
lum. Since classes were asynchronous, the athlete had the opportunity 

to focus on improving her tennis skills, and she also had the "exibility 
to travel for tournaments. “I had tennis from 8:30 to 2:30 every day. I 
did school after,” Moore explained, “it was a little bit tricky because I 
didn’t have actual teachers teaching me content through a slideshow…
[but not] having a !xed schedule was a lot easier. I’m still not used 
to sitting in a classroom.” 

Moore’s tennis recruitment journey began in June of her sopho-
more year. She picked up the sport at around !ve years old, but her 
interest in collegiate tennis truly solidi!ed in middle school, when she 
began playing more competitively. For roughly seven years now, she 
has trained vigorously at Eagle Fustar Tennis Academy in Sunnyvale. 
Attending a college with top-tier academics has always been important 
for her, and Moore’s dad played tennis at Dartmouth when he was a 
college student, so it came as no surprise when she committed to 
Dartmouth last January. Although she talked to a couple different 
coaches before making her decision, “Dartmouth was always kind of 
[her] top option.” 

When asked why she is so passionate about tennis, Moore replied, 
“Tennis is a unique sport. It’s only you on the court. [I like being] 
able to !gure out problems in the match on my own.” Despite this 
individual aspect, Moore’s family and coaches have helped her get to 
where she is today. Moore recalls her great aunt and cousins cheering 

her on during a memorable match in Florida, “I was maybe 13 or 
14…I played a three-hour match against my doubles partner and 
ultimately won. [That match] was one of the !rst [major tournaments] 
I remember winning.”

When Moore isn’t crushing her opponents on the court, she likes 
to bake up a storm in the kitchen or provide insightful commentary 
on books in her AP Literature class. Despite not knowing what the 
future will hold, she looks forward to exploring the world as she heads 
off to ivy-covered walls next year. 

Harrington preps for LAXLasso dominates on Varsity LGRC
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by Ashir Rao
Public Relations Managers

Sophomore David Roh is pushing mathematics 
to new heights at LGHS. To the amazement of his 
classmates, Roh began his high school math jour-
ney by taking AP Calculus BC, the highest level 
math class at LGHS, in his freshman year. Despite 
his impressive skills, Roh does not claim to be a 
genius. His story is one of dedication. In fact, he 
claims that he wasn’t very good at math, or even 
studying in general, in seventh grade. 

This weighed heavily on him throughout his 
middle school years, so he decided to make a 
concerted attempt to improve. The !rst subject he 
boosted was math, as it was the easiest in which to 
track progress. He started with one hour of math 
practice per day, and he then worked his way up 
to !ve hours under shelter-in-place guidelines. Roh 
blazed his way through several advanced courses, 
eventually taking the Calculus AB exam in eighth 
grade, allowing him to take Calculus BC here at 
LGHS. He currently studies Multivariable Calculus 
at West Valley College, likely amazing his classmates 
there as well. 

Roh is also on the leadership team of Math 
Club. The youngest student on the club’s board, 
the sophomore helps create presentations for fellow 
math enthusiasts. His favorite part of mathematics 
is differential equations, because “[they have] real 
life applications.” Recently, he started studying for 
the American Invitational Mathematics Examina-
tion, which is available to those who score in the 
top !ve percent of students who take the American 
Mathematics Competition 12. Competitive math 
differs from curriculum-based math; Roh strives to 
tackle competitive math because he has advanced 
from curriculum math. Despite his challenging 
course load, including English 10 Honors and AP 
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European History, he hopes to !nd more time  
to study math. 

In addition to joining Math Club, Roh recently 
joined LGHS’ Speech and Debate. Though he con-
siders himself “more of a STEM person.” He !nds 
debate invigorating, sometimes more so than  
math questions. 

When not applying his mind to school, Roh likes 
to relax by taking walks. He also enjoys sleeping 
— a healthy habit, especially for a high schooler. 

In the future, Roh wants to take more commu-
nity college courses, such as Linear Algebra and 
Differential Equations. If West Valley College runs 
out of courses for him, he wants to take courses at 
San José State University. In the long term, Roh 
would love to major in STEM, but he still is not sure 
where his life will take him. Whether he’s elegantly 
solving math problems or on a refreshing walk, 
always be on the lookout for David Roh!

by Ainsley Northrop
People Editor

Freshman Hayley Strahs is starting off her 
!rst year of high school strong with a rigorous 
schedule and optimistic attitude. Not only is she 
taking seven classes, but she has also already 
joined various extracurricular activities including 
Color Guard, Choir, and various clubs. During Color 
Guard practice on Mondays, Wednesdays, and even 
Saturdays, you can catch Strahs hard at work, “on 
the choreography for the full marching band !eld 
show” and more. 

Some of the clubs Strahs has joined include The 
Wildcat Review, Friend for a Friend club, Speech and 
Debate, and the UNICEF club. Strahs expressed her 
excitement for all of the above and explained her 
particular interest in Speech and Debate, stating 
“[she] heard about [Speech and Debate] from [her] 
friend whose sister is in it. Strahs also added that 
she “likes talking and building arguments, so [she] 
thought, ‘why not try it?’” Speech and Debate has 
intrigued Strahs for nearly half a year and she is 
thrilled to !nally give it a try.

In addition, Strahs is a long-time participant 
in local musical theater programs. Since she was 
around eight years old, she has performed in 
countless productions, her favorites including 
both Shrek and Freaky Friday performed with 
the Los Gatos Youth Theater. She played the role 
of Donkey in Shrek a few years ago and this past 
summer played Dr. Ehrin — the spunky high 
school principal — in a production of Freaky 
Friday.  In addition to musical theater, Strahs adds 
to her performance skills by participating in the 
Concert Choir elective at LGHS. Though Concert 
Choir is the !rst level of choir at our school, Strahs 
has plenty of experience from her three years as 
a part of Fisher Middle School’s choir. 

When asked what inspired her to take each of 
her three electives, Strahs explained, “with choir, it 
was something that I was already interested in; for 
Spanish, I had already taken Spanish one; and with 
journalism, I really wanted to try something new 
and really love writing.” In Multimedia Journalism, 
Strahs is currently working on a project where she 
is listening to the podcast 365 Days with mxmtoon 
and writing about it. 

Not only is she continuing to use her current 
talents, but she is also branching out to new inter-
ests this year. Strahs even exclaimed, “If I !nd 
something that looks interesting or that I want to 
do, I’ll join it. What have I got to lose?”

Even though she has an activity-packed sched-
ule, Strahs still !nds time to listen to music, practice 
singing, and read her favorite books, including 
Solitaire by Alice Oseman. 

Seeing how she balances her schedule of rigorous 
honors classes and activities, you can be certain that 
Strahs is already thriving at LGHS and is ready for 
the years to come.

Måssïë ëxpåñds çømpütër sçïëñçë skïlls ïñ LG Røbøtïçs
by Angela Sheu and Linda Wang
News Editor and Humor Editor

You can always count on senior Cole Massie, a friendly face at LGHS, 
for his extensive engineering knowledge and good-natured character. 
Through robotics, Key Club, and his academics, Massie works with others 
to bring designs to life and create a better community.

Massie started robotics as a middle school student through VEX 
Robotics, helping different teams with assembly and programming. 
Now, he plans to become an engineer and leads part of the LGHS 
FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) team. As the Mechanical Director, 
Massie oversees all mechanical subteams, which include the elec-
trical, machining, and computer-aided design (CAD) teams, as well  
as works with other team leads to plan projects and lay out curriculum. 

Throughout his time in robotics, Massie has developed a variety 
of different skills, including designing, fabricating, and assembling 
robot parts. He re"ected, “I’ve spent a lot of time in the machine 
shop and also putting different things together which has given me 
a more hands-on role.” 

Of the many machines Massie has mastered, his favorite is the 
computer numerically controlled (CNC) mill, which cuts away metal 
to fabricate parts. He explained, “it’s a programmed mill, so I don’t 
have to do much of the work. I get to just watch it do its thing after 
I program it.” Last year, he used the CNC to create the metal grid 
forming the outside of the team’s competition robot, which became 
one of his favorite projects. 

As the robotics season approaches, Massie looks forward to seeing 
how the team grows. He remarked, “a lot of the seniors that I looked 
up to graduated and are now alumni, so I really want to see how we’ll 
continue without them and if we’ll maybe do even better this year.”

In addition to his robotics success, Massie actively participates 
in other parts of LGHS culture. As an avid member of Key Club, an 
international volunteer organization for high school students, Massie 
thoroughly enjoys volunteering and socializing with like-minded 
peers. Massie says “meet[ing] a bunch of different people and…
[being] outside your shell” is his favorite part of the club. 

Apart from clubs, Massie looks forward to his LEAD classes in 
between the hustle of his other AP classes. “It’s not as academically 
straining,” he clari!es. “I’ve been with the same group of kids for 
the last four years, [so] it’s just great to be surrounded by people 
that I know for at least one period of the day.” 

To relax outside of academics, Massie turns to photography. Pho-
tography “is calming because I’m always on a screen all the time,” 
he explained. “It’s a way to get closer to nature.”

by Dana Hathaway
Editorial Editor

When junior Ella Ralston’s parents put 
her in swim lessons for the !rst time, Los 
Gatos High School did not yet know 
to thank them for placing the future 
water polo star on her path to the 
pool. Beginning her third year 
on Varsity water polo, Ralston 
is juggling athletics, academ-
ics, and an interest in sports 
medicine during the current 
fall season. 

Ralston recalls her first 
season on varsity, the mini-sea-
son of 2021, as “so exciting. 
[She] was new to the school so 
[she] met some people [she’s] still 
close with now.” After moving from 
Bret Harte Middle School, a school 
that typically feeds into Leland High 
School, Ralston recalled that “The team 
helped [her] get adjusted to the school.” She 
elaborated, “we’re all pretty good friends.” The 

lefty got playing time from the begin-
ning of her high school career, and 

her five years of experience 
contributed to her starting 

position this year. 
Despite the season 

having just begun, 
Ralston is on fire, 
already contrib-
uting nine goals 
to the team’s 4-0 
record. She is even 
tied for the sec-
ond-most goals and 
second-most assists. 

The athlete declared, 
“It’s looking to be a 

good season. We have 
a lot of new players on 

varsity this year, and it’s 
cool to see everyone start to 

mesh together.” 
While she discovered her passion 

is in the pool, water polo is not the only 

sport in which Ralston is involved. If you look carefully on the 
football !eld every Friday night, a mop of dark brown hair will be 
roaming the sideline. As co-president of the sports medicine program, 
her hands are frequently taping and stretching those who are injured. 
She noted that her weirdest experience thus far was when “[She] 
had to stretch someone’s neck. It was the craziest feeling!” When 
asked about her future, Ralston explained, “I de!nitely want to do 
something like physical therapy, nursing or training.” For now, she 
will continue to garner experience with LGHS’s student athletes.

Outside of sports, academics eats up her free time. She is taking 
a handful of advanced classes this year, including AP Biology,  
which directly correlates to her interest in health. In addition, 
Ralston keeps up with her social life, which includes her LGHS,  
water polo, and Hume Lake friends.  After her fifth year at  
the week-long camp this summer, she consistently keeps in touch 
with her friends there. In the few hours she spends at home each 
day, her cocker spaniel/poodle mix (cockapoo) Jasper keeps her 
company and prevents the house from feeling empty in the absence 
of Ralston’s older brother, who left for Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 
earlier this month.

She somehow manages to do it all and, despite this schedule, 
it’s guaranteed that she will still stop and ask about your day. An 
optimistic presence in the pool and out, Ralston continues to make 
an impact as her years accumulate at Los Gatos High.

 
Be on the lookout for Massie around campus, working in the back 
rooms of the machine shop, or continuing to create cool things in his 
future as an engineer!

Ralston begins third year of varsity wp  

courtesy  H. Strahscourtesy  H. Strahs

courtesy D. Rohcourtesy D. Roh
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by Alex Evans
Editor-in-Chief

Following months of training over summer 
break, the countdown to the much anticipated 
Girls’ Volleyball season is of!cially over. The Los 
Gatos Varsity and Junior Varsity teams have faced 
off against both Salinas and Archbishop Mitty in 
their non-league, pre-season attempts at success. 
Furthermore, the Varsity team prepped for the 
league season by attending La Costa Canyon’s 
tournament in early September. Now, the team 
enters the regular season with tenacity.

by Michaela Thimot
People Editor

After a grueling 16-day tournament under the 
hot New York sun, Carlos Alcaraz from Spain and 
Iga Swiatek from Poland claimed their !rst Grand 
Slam singles titles at the 2022 US Open. Barbora 
Krejcíková and Katerina Siniaková from Czech 
Republic won the women’s doubles title, Rajeev 
Ram and Joe Salisbury successfully defended their 
men’s doubles title, and John Peers and Storm Sand-
ers claimed their !rst mixed doubles title.

The yearly tournament began on Aug. 28 with 
multiple returning Grand Slam title winners such 

as Serena Williams and Rafael Nadal playing along-
side other players without any Grand Slam titles 
to their names. 

Williams declared that this will be the last 
tournament of her career. After taking a full year 
off from tennis, she hoped to obtain her 24th Grand 
Slam title. After emerging victorious over the No. 
2 seed, Anett Kontaveit in the second round, Ajla 
Tomljanovic knocked her out in the third. Since 
her !rst Grand Slam singles title at the US Open in 
1999, Williams went on to dominate nearly every 
tournament and greatly in"uenced the public’s view 
of women in sports. 

Another highly in"uential player and four-time 
US Open winner — with 22 Grand Slam wins in total 
— Rafael Nadal (No. 2 rank) exited this tournament 
early after his loss to Frances Tiafoe (No. 22) in the 
fourth round. 

The singles quarter!nals at the Open were a 
surprise to everyone this year, as none of the top 
16 athletes had ever won a US Open title before. 
This guaranteed the 2022 US Open would have a 
!rst-time champion. 

Ranked high at No. 12 at just 18 years old, 
American Coco Gauff charged through the tourna-
ment until she lost to French player Caroline Garcia 

by Isla Patrick
Center Editor

The Junior Varsity (JV) Boys’ Water Polo team 
dominated last Thursday, Sept. 15, with a 13-2 
victory at their away game against Lynbrook 
High School. The boys established their lead from 
the beginning of the game and maintained it by 
an incredible margin thanks to the goals scored 
by sophomore Daniel Emerick, freshman Ethan 
Zheng, and freshman Ben Borenstein, alongside the 
contributions of many other skilled players. 

The JV boys encountered rough conditions at 
Lynbrook’s pool; their game began at 7:45 PM and 
they played in near-total darkness. Freshman Eric 
Yan was in early foul trouble with the referee in 
the !rst period, but avoided any further penalties 
and managed to stay in the game to contribute to 
his team’s win. Sophomore Thien Mai made a lot of 
contact with the ball throughout the game, proving 
his determination to destroy his opponents at any 
and all costs.

Sophomore athlete Tripp Thomas, who scored 
two goals, stated “the game was fun and everyone 
enjoyed seeing our practice pay off,” while JV 
Coach Jimmy Patrick claimed that because it was 
one of the !rst games of the season, the low stakes 
allowed every player a chance to get in the game 

Girls’ volleyball heads south 

Serena Williams takes the court one last time at Open

Historic 2022 US Open features new and young talent

Boys’ JV wopo starts strong

(No. 17) in straight sets during the quarter!nals. 
Although Gauff defeated Garcia in their two previous 
matches, Garcia outplayed her and went on to the 
semi!nals where she faced off against the No. 5 
seed Ons Jabeur. 

and enjoy themselves. He said, “everybody on 
the team contributed, which just made it an even 
greater success.”

Their large winning margin also allowed the JV 
water polo players to cheer on their teammates. 
When Yan found himself in a sticky situation with 
the referee, his fellow players made sure to encour-
age him regardless. Yan and the other JV boys kept 
their head in the game despite all challenges and 
did not let their lead get away from them for a 
second. It is safe to assume Lynbrook High School 
will fear future encounters with Los Gatos’ water 
polo teams after Thursday night’s victory.

It goes without saying that the JV boys likely 
have a lot of victories in their future, so be sure 
to keep an eye out for sharpshooters Thomas, 
Borenstein, Emerick, and Zheng, and get in on 
the action by attending a home game at Los Gatos’ 
pool before the season comes to a close. The JV 
boys’ next home games are on Tuesday, Sept. 27 
against Woodside High School and Thursday, Sept. 
29 against Homestead High School, and they are 
sure to impress.

REACH FOR THE SKY: LGHS player smashes a huge spike. 

GAME, SET, MATCH: Tennis fans gather for 2022 US Open.

GOING FOR GOAL: LGHS wopo player aims to score a goal.

ACTIVE TEAMMATES: LGHS players cheer on their teammates.
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On Thursday Sept. 1, Varsity ditched third 
period and mounted a school-sponsored bus to 
travel to the tournament. LGHS senior and Varsity 
captain Molly Vanderbosch revealed the mis-
haps that occurred while traveling. Vanderbosch 
lamented, “we went to the wrong hotel, and then 
at the right hotel the power was out!” Still, they 
made the most of the situation and prepared for 
their games with team bonding. Senior Keira Dodd 
made the best of the situation by leading team-
mates to the hotel basketball court and initiating 
some pickup games. An incredibly on-brand call for 
Dodd, the captain of the Varsity Basketball team. 

An inspiring !rst game of the tournament had 
Los Gatos winning 2-0 against Mission Vista of 
Oceanside, California. In an incredibly close second 
set, of 23 to 25, the Wildcats pulled through. In 

back and forth games, the team lost their other 
matches of the tournament. Vanderbosch re"ected 
on the tournament, and concluded that “for playing 
some really hard teams, we played really well.”

The Wildcats already have Central Coast Section 
playoffs on their mind. Vanderbosch believes that 
their success down the road will be dependent on 
growing the team’s camaraderie, stating, “the better 
connection you have off the court, the better you 
do on the court… I’m so lucky to have a team where 
we are all friends on and off the court.” If this team 
has anything, it is great chemistry. 

Wildcats faced their !rst league matchup on 
Tuesday, Sept. 13 against Gunn High School. They 
won this away game in a !erce, long !ve sets. In 
re"ection, Vanderbosch expressed resentment for 
the length of the game, believing they could have 
won much quicker. Still, a victory is a victory, and 
the Wildcats still have a long way to go this season. 

Make sure to keep an eye out for the home games 
ahead. In past years there have been fun themes, 
and this year students showed up in USA apparel 
for the Archbishop Mitty game and all neon for the 
Mountain View game on Sept. 15. The next three 
home games are Los Altos on Sept. 26, Monte Vista 
on Sept. 27, and Gunn on Oct. 4. Varsity games start 
at 6:45 PM. MaxPreps website has all the games and 
times listed.
(Source: MaxPreps)

by Brendan Moore
Sports Editor

Many arguments have risen around who qual-
i!es as the GOAT of professional tennis. Several 
players may come to mind, but only one athlete 
really stands out: Serena Williams. After multiple 
months off the tennis tour, Williams !nished her 
accolade-!lled career at the 2022 US Open.

Williams began her professional tennis career at 
the age of 14 in 1994 following the footsteps of her 
older sister Venus. From there, she exploded onto 
the scene. In 1999, she claimed her !rst Grand Slam 
singles title by winning the 1999 US Open, and 
did not stop. Throughout her career, she won 367 
matches and 23 Grand Slam singles titles — second 
to Margaret Court all time — and she is !fth all time 
with 73 singles titles on the women’s side. Williams’s 
resumé strengthens with her wins of each of the 
four Grand Slam Championships. Not only has she 
achieved success on the global stage of tennis, but 

also in the Olympic Games. She has four gold medals, 
winning singles in 2008 and doubles in 2000, 2008, 
and 2012 while being paired with her sister. Her 
dominance continues to the WTA National Rankings 
where she is among the top in weeks at world No. 1 
with 319 weeks. Along with 186 straight weeks at 
No. 1. That streak is tied for the most consecutive 
weeks at world No. 1 all-time.

Not only has Williams been a dominant !gure 
on the court, but she has been an inspirational one 
as well. She was the driving force for many athletes 
around the world, especially for African-Americans. 
Professional tennis player Naomi Osaka, who is of 
African-American and Asian descent, spoke on Wil-
liams’s legacy when stating, “She changed the sport 
so much. She’s introduced people that have never 
heard of tennis into the sport. I think I’m a product 
of what she’s done.” This is one of many examples 
of how Williams has changed the sport of tennis. 
Even after her retirement comes, Williams’s legacy 

will continue to inspire and be a growing force in 
the world of sports and tennis.

Williams entered the 2022 US Open with six US 
Open singles Championships and was seeking her 
seventh. She opened the tournament facing Danka 
Kovinic of Montenegro. Williams advanced with 
ease winning 6-3 in the !rst set and 6-3 again in 
the second set. Williams faced a tough challenge by 
the No. 2 seed in the tournament, Anett Kontaveit 
of Estonia in the second round. Both players went 
back and forth, but Williams pulled out a well-
earned victory in a 3-set match. Gaining momentum 
and heading into the third round as the crowd 
favorite, Williams squared off against Australian 
Alja Tomljanovic. At the conclusion of the match, 
Tomljanovic defeated Williams, possibly ending the 
GOAT’s tennis career.

When asked if she would ever play again after 
her loss, Williams stated, “I don’t think so, but you 
never know.” This leaves one question in the minds 

of tennis fans all across the globe, will we ever see 
the GOAT step onto the courts again?
(Sources: Britannica, ESPN, US Open)

B. MooreB. Moore

ONE LAST DANCE: Serena Williams warms up for US Open.

LOCK IN: Girls’ Varsity huddles up before the game starts.

photos courtesy M. Vanderboschphotos courtesy M. Vanderbosch

POPCORN TIME: Nadal plays Tiafoe for a spot in quarters. FIRST OF MANY: Iga Swiatek wins her !rst US Open title.

The women’s !nals came down to Polish player 
Iga Swiatek — ranked No. 1 in the world — com-
peting against Jabeur. Swiatek entered the match 
with two previous Grand Slam titles. Despite the 
difference from clay to hard courts and an injury 
prior to the Open, Swiatek beat Jabeur in straight 
sets and took home her !rst US Open singles title. 

The men’s !nal placed Alcaraz against Norwe-
gian player Casper Ruud. 19-year-old Alcaraz made 
history in his victory over Ruud, as he became the 
youngest man to be ranked number one in the world 
in men’s tennis history. 

Following his loss in the !nals, Ruud commented 
on the dedication and athleticism he saw in Alcaraz. 
“He’s one of these few rare talents that comes up 
every now and then in sports. That’s what it seems 
like… Let’s see how his career develops, but it’s 
going all in the right direction.’’
(Sources: ESPN, NY Times, US Open)
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Girls’ Tennis plays !rst match Cross Country begins season
by Macy Dennon
News Editor

LGHS Girls Tennis teams kicked off their season 
after a successful preseason. The team has been 
practicing non-stop to organize their lineup. As a 
result of intense heat, the game scheduled for Sept. 
1 was canceled. They played Wilcox on Thursday, 
Sept. 15 and won six of the seven matches. Alex 
Varivoda’s doubles match, played with Nitya 
Jhamb, was three sets. The !rst with a score of 
4-6, the second set was 6-4, and the third and !nal 
set was 10-8. The other two doubles pairs consisted 
of Kaley Do and Natalia Figueroa, and Julia 
Kennedy and Michaela Thimot. Kayla Mitchell, 
Rosa Sahandi, Zoe Swanson, and Valeriya Marin-
icheva  all played individual singles matches, with 
all of them pulling out a win for LG Girls tennis. 

This year, senior Varivoda returns as captain for 
the girls team. She explained, “We have been doing 
a lot of challenge matches, and just !guring out 
who is going to be singles and doubles.” According 
to Varivoda, the recent heat posed a struggle to the 
team and their upcoming matches as they had to 
reschedule: “We could not play outside, so we had 
a weight room… one day a week, but we mostly 
had to work out on our own.” 

The team will work hard to make sure their next 
matches go well, as they had a close and upsetting 
loss in their !rst preseason match.  

Though the season is just ramping up, the team 
already feels more connected than ever. Varivoda 
commented on the community within girls’ tennis, 
saying, “We are all really close. It is like a big 
family.” The team was blessed with several new 

ONE-ON-ONE: Yilin Fang delivers an impressive serve to start.

by Owen Fugit
Media Production Editor

On Sept. 13, the LGHS Cross Country team 
gave it their all against six other schools from 
across the valley at Lynbrook High School. Races 
were broken up into groups based on grade and 
gender: freshman boys, sophomore boys, Varsity 
B boys and girls, and Varsity boys and girls. The 
!rst group up was the freshman boys.   

For freshman Meehan Sibal, this was his 
!rst time racing with an LGHS jersey, but don’t 
be fooled, because he did not disappoint. Placing 
third with a time of 12:03.4, Sibal has a bright 
future ahead on the track. The Freshman Boys’ 
team also secured !fth, seventh, and tenth place. 

The sophomore boys raced second. Sahil 
Agarwal and Cameron Nakhjiri, placed third 
and fourth respectively, with times mere sec-
onds apart. Madan Grewal came in sixth place, 
rounding out the top ten positions for LGHS in 
this event. 

The JV Girls and Varsity Girls teams ran third 
and fourth. Junior Varsity Girls runner Sarah 
Emerick placed third with a time of 15:24.8, 
while sophomore Ria Sharma landed a !fth-
place !nish. 

With the most runners in the top ten out of all 
the schools present, the Varsity Girls’ team placed 
six runners in the top ten. LGHS senior Sophie Tau 
won !rst with a time of 12:20.0, over 20 seconds 
faster than the second-place runner from Wilcox. 
Other Varsity runners placed third, sixth, eighth, 
ninth, and tenth.

The !nal two races of the evening were the JV 
and Varsity Boys’ teams. The LGHS JV team put up 
a good !ght and secured 23rd place for their fastest 
runner. The Varsity Boys’ race was an exciting event, 
with a !nishing sprint between LGHS Sophomore 
Aydon Stefanopoulos and Wilcox senior John 
Cooper. Both runners rounded the last turn of the 
Lynbrook track, Stefanopoulos trailing Cooper until 
“the 5-hour energy kicked in,” and Stefanopoulos 
passed Cooper, setting a blistering time of 10:27.7 
which was two seconds faster than Cooper, and 
subsequently the fastest time of the day.

After the race, Stefanopoulos said that his 
outlook on the season is “looking good,” which 
is a reassuring sign. With the season off to a good 
start, and with many of the LGHS runners !nishing 
higher up on the leaderboard, it’s safe to say that 
this could be a great season for LGHS.

LOOK OUT: LG runners impressively running in the heat.

Alvares reviews NFL week one and two highlights
by Saya Alvares
Sports Editor

The constant background noise of screaming fans, chilly 
weather, and seven-layer dip — America’s favorite time of the year 
has arrived. Here’s the rundown of noteworthy moments from the 
opening week of the National Football League’s (NFL) season. 

Week one of the NFL season started off with a bang on Sept. 8, 
with the NFL Kickoff Game showcasing the Buffalo Bills against the 
defending Super Bowl Champions, the Los Angeles Rams. This game 

ended with the Bills defeating the Rams 31-10, revealing relatively 
mediocre offense from both teams (a much higher performance 
from the Bills, hence the 31 points). This mediocrity includes four 
turnovers, which caused the Buffalo defense to step up their game. 
To highlight a speci!c player, defensive linebacker Von Miller !nished 
with two sacks, two quarterback hits, and three tackles for a loss. 
Miller was also competing against his former team, the Los Angeles 
Rams, whom he last played with in the previous Super Bowl. Miller 
signed with the Bills in the offseason. 

The last game of the NFL’s opening week was a close one, with 
the Denver Broncos losing to the Seattle Seahawks at Lumen Field 
by one point, 16-17. The Seahawks sported  bright, neon green, 
without a player who had been with them for the past nine seasons: 
Seattle’s ex fan favorite, quarterback Russell Wilson. Wilson played 
his !rst game against his old team provoking boos from Seattle 
fans. Despite the lack of a warm welcome, Wilson still speaks highly 
of the team and the place he played for close to a decade. In the 
postgame conference, Wilson explained, “I wouldn’t be where I am 
today without this place, and so I’m grateful for that.”

Heading into week two on a more regrettable note, the San 
Francisco 49ers are in for a change in their offensive lineup after a 
season-ending injury in the !rst quarter. New starting quarterback 

Trey Lance suffered an ankle injury in a home game against the 
Seattle Seahawks. Lance successfully underwent surgery on Sept. 
19 regarding both his !bula fracture and ligament disruption. For 
good or for bad, Lance’s injury will require ex starting quarterback 
Jimmy Garoppolo to step back in for the rest of the season. Garoppolo 
impressively !nished the game 27-7 after having zero reps during 
practice week. This leaves everything up in the air for the upcoming 
season; will Garoppolo pull through similarly to his 2020 season, or 
will the Niners suffer without their star pick from 2021?
(Sources: NFL, Buffalo Rumblings, CNN Sports, PFF, AS, Mile Hile 
Report, ESPN, Niners Nation)

BACK AGAIN: Garoppolo is in as starting quarterback, replacing Trey Lance.

WATCH OUT: Junior Jhamb serves during Wilcox match. 

WATCH OUT: Buffalo Bills huddle up before the snap against Los Angeles Rams.
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LG Dance kicks o" season with Friday night performance 
by Sarah Gouldrup
Humor Editor

You know them, you love them, and you show up at Helm Field 
every Friday night to support them. You guessed it: it’s the LG dance 
team! Making their debut at the Aug. 26 football game, the LGHS 
Varsity Dance team wowed the crowd with their entertaining sideline 
dances and catchy cheers. With the recent addition of assistant coach 
Annika Jackson, the team is back and better than ever. 

The girls began practicing in mid-July, working on learning cheers, 
perfecting half-time routines, and preparing for their annual three-
day camp hosted by United Spirit Association. Senior and co-captain 

Frankie Evans raved about the seemingly grueling summer practices, 
expressing that “Summer practices were super fun because they were 
a great way to bond with the new girls and bring everyone closer. Even 
though it was hard, we grew uni!ed as a team and improved a lot.” 
While the rehearsals proved to be challenging — especially due to 
the heat — the team’s dedication to detail was evident in their !rst 
home game routine. 

Choreographed by seniors Julia Metz and Sarah Gouldrup, the 
!rst routine was a catchy number to the hit throwback Can’t Hold 
Us by Mackelmore. Starting off strong with two back"ips, the team 
immediately hooked the crowd in with featured tricks and impressive 
formations. Metz expressed that “choreographing Can’t Hold Us for 
the !rst game created a good amount of pressure for Sarah and I, but 
after hours of choreographing, we were just excited to see it all come 
together in the end. Performing and watching the dance back on Friday 
is the most rewarding thing of all.” 

In order to perform a new dance at each halftime, the dance team 
has to make the most of the limited practices they have before each 
Friday night. The back-to-back home games meant that learning the 
routines, placing formations, and cleaning the dance had to be done in 
an effective and timely manner. The team utilized their media access 
and began posting all of the dances on a shared Facebook group, 
which members would then use to learn the choreography at home 
in order to come prepared for practice. Avery Adams, another LGHS 

senior, commented on the new method: “I had to learn Can’t Hold Us 
while on the other side of the country over summer. Learning it by 
video was not easy, but it was all worth it when we took the !eld.” 
In addition to the online videos, the team also began practicing at 
a time no other team dares to: 7:00 AM Wednesday mornings, the 
girls meet bright and early, starting practice off with a quick lap 
around the track before diving into blocking formations on the !eld 
and focusing in on details. 

The dance team’s next performance takes place next Friday,  
so make sure to come out to Helm Field to support your  LGHS dancers!

SAY IT LOUD: LG dancers smile wide as they ramp up the crowd during a play.
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K. GruetterK. Gruetter

A pivotal member of the Los Gatos High School 
Girl Tennis team, Varivoda was a captain her junior 
year. She admitted, “I have had a lot of experi-
ence so it is not too bad of a transition this year.” 
Varivoda’s love for tennis stems from many years of 
practice and growing up around the sport. In her 
early years, she spent her time playing with her dad 
and going to clinics. She expressed, “Tennis is kind 
of a part of me…I just kind of got into it slowly.” 
Varivota revealed her excitement for the year and her 
overall optimism heading into these next matches. 
She said, “We have a pretty strong team this year, 
stronger than last year, so I am hoping we can get 
a little farther.” 

LGHS Girls’ tennis is just getting started, so be 
ready to cheer them on in Fremont on Sept. 27 and 
Santa Clara on Sept. 29. 
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POSE: Freshman Mariella Thimot smiles while watching the game in the third quarter.

FIRST PLACE: Sophomore Stefanopoulos !nishes !rst.



drafted her, The Seattle Storm, remained her team for the entirety 
of her career — 19 seasons to be exact. According to her former 
teammate Adia Barnes, head coach of the University of Arizona 
Wildcats women’s basketball team, Bird was remarkable to play with, 
even in her early years. Barnes revealed, “She was just a true point 
guard, and I think what separated Sue is, she’s a connector, so you 
wanted to play with her.”

As a masterful guard, Bird naturally built up the con!dence of 
her team. A pass from Bird meant she trusted your ability, said her 
teammate Crystal Langhorne: “Even when I was working on my 3s and  

fundamentals before introducing drill — the band’s 
coordinating marching on the !eld — and the show 
music with which they will compete for the rest of 
marching band season. 

Color guard students concurrently learned the 
choreography for their show “Nature of Us All”, 
which they then practiced to the music and the 
drill. A Color Guard Assistant Captain, junior Elena 
Rexach re"ected that the team entered the new 
season with “a really good attitude and [excitement] 
for all the cool things to come.”

Nakamoto has also found the transition into 
the school year to be relatively smooth, for which 
he credits the knowledge and experience of the 
other music staff, including LGHS choir director 
Maricel Riley and music administrator Wendi Redo. 
Although the pandemic put some things on hold, 
Nakamoto noted, “we’re starting to get back into a 
normal process . . . we’ve been able to progress a 
lot faster than [in] years past.” He has especially 
enjoyed working with students because they “just 
[got] right into the nitty-gritty of music making 
[together], and that was just an enormous breath of 
fresh air.” He expressed his gratitude for the support 
of staff, students, parents, which excites and enables 
him to “take [the] program, move it into that next 
step, and build something really, really special here.”

The marching band and color guard will perform 
their show for the !rst time at Homecoming on Sept. 
30 between the junior varsity and varsity football 
games. The band ensembles will also perform at their 
concert on Oct. 11, while the orchestra and choir 
ensembles will perform on Oct. 13; come by to see 
what they have been working on and to support 
your fellow Wildcats!

 

I wasn’t as con!dent, if I knew Sue kicked it back to me, I was like: 
“Oh, yeah, shoot it. She’s giving it to you for a reason.”

Throughout her career, she accumulated an impressive resume. 
Overall, Bird won four WNBA championships, making her the only 
player to win titles in three different decades (2000s, 2010s, and 
2020s). In 2004, she secured her !rst Olympic gold medal for the 
United States, and went on to win four more consecutive gold medals. 
She currently holds the league record in most assists (3,234) and 
career games played (630). Additionally, Bird is number one in career 
starts with 549 games started.

Off the court, Bird also found success. Along with her !ancé Megan 
Rapinoe, she formed the “Love Is” campaign, a clothing brand aimed 
to raise awareness about LGBTQ issues. 

Although she will undoubtedly miss basketball, Bird looks forward 
to her retired life. After playing since the age of six, Bird conveyed 
that the end of her sports-focused life means she will !nally have 
more leisure time to sleep in and go on relaxed vacations. 

This 12-time WNBA All-Star left a major impression on basketball 
history. She will be regarded as one of the greatest guards for decades 
to come. Sport journalist Howard Bryant asserted, “She's going to 
be one of those Mt. Rushmore, Mt. Everest players who you look to 
whenever you think about the greatness of the players.” 
(Sources: NY Times, NPR, CNN, SI, CBS)

by Georgia Kaufman
Opinion Editor

On Sept. 2, the LGHS Varsity football team beat Liberty High 
School’s Varsity team by a score of 31-0. After losing 28-14 to Corona 
Del Mar (CDM) the week prior, the win over Liberty was even more 
exciting as Los Gatos (LG) community members experienced their !rst 
win of the season with the team.

In the CDM game on Aug. 26, Los Gatos seniors, quarterback Jake 
Boyd and safety/wide receiver Landon Heard, scored LG’s two touch-
downs. Junior and star kicker Sam Pearman scored the additional 
points after both touchdowns.

The Junior Varsity (JV) team beat Liberty 28-6. Liberty scored their 
only touchdown after the clock ran out at the end of the game. Our 
freshman team also beat their team by a !nal score of 36-12.

In the Varsity game against Liberty, the Cats scored four touch-
downs and one !eld goal. Junior receiver/defensive back Jaylen 
Thomas made the !rst points of the !rst quarter with a four-yard 
rushing touchdown. As the second quarter began, Boyd made a 52-yard 
pass to senior linebacker/receiver Henry Wong, scoring the second 
touchdown of the game. The third touchdown and !nal points of the  
!rst half were scored by Boyd with a one-yard rushing touchdown. 

LGHS varsity football beats Liberty by a score of 31-0
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by Angela Sheu
News Editor

Even though the school year is just beginning, 
the LGHS band and color guard programs are already 
in full swing as the various ensembles prepare for 
upcoming events.

The Symphonic Band, Crescent Ensemble, and 
Wind Ensemble have begun rehearsing their con-
cert repertoire with new LGHS Band Director Ken 
Nakamoto. Nakamoto noted that although the 
material includes some aspects different from what 
the students are used to, they have remained enthu-
siastic and willing. The Jazz Band has also dove in 
by exploring various jazz tunes and gearing up for 
their fall concert.

Marching band and color guard kicked off before 
the school year even began with their annual Band 
Camp at the beginning of August. The two-week camp 
allowed students to meet each other and build com-
munity, particularly among incoming freshmen and 
returning students. Marching band students worked 
with the music staff to learn and practice instrument 

Band and color guard begin
by Margo Rawlings 
News Editor

After extending their CCS championship 
record to 17 last fall, the Los Gatos High School 
!eld hockey team is preparing for another suc-
cessful season. For those who survived Double 
Days or “Hell Week” — the two weeks of dif!cult 
training before the beginning of school — the 
intensity of daily practice culminated in a 
pre-season game with St. Stephens, one of the 
best teams in Austin, Texas. The team came to 
the Bay Area over Labor Day Weekend to play the 
top teams in our division: St. Francis, Archbishop 
Mitty, St. Ignatius, and Los Gatos. 

Due to the graduation of many key players 
last spring, the team had to reorganize its 
starting lineup for the coming season. Starting 
over the summer and during Double Days, the 
team continued learning new plays, re!ning 
fundamentals, and getting in better physical 
shape. Part of this conditioning is running the 
infamous dam. The players endure a grueling 
four-mile trek to Lexington Reservoir and back 
through St. Joseph’s Preserve. Normally, running 
the dam is the !nal stretch of Double Days before 
a celebration, which includes a team dinner and 
sleepover on the !eld. 

Following the conclusion of Double Days, Los 
Gatos !eld hockey players worked hard in order 
to host St. Stephens. On Sept. 3, at 10:00 AM, 
the !eld hockey !eld was lit by the Cats’ white 
uniforms. Under already warm temperatures, 
the Cats maintained control of the ball in the 
opponents’ half for almost the entirety of the 
!rst period and started the second quarter strong 

with a 1-0 lead after senior co-captain Jiwoo 
Hong’s reverse sweep goal. St. Stephens’ scored 
their !rst goal, tying the game, but Los Gatos 
quickly regained their lead, scoring another goal 
at the end of the third period. During the second 
half of the game, reversals of play were common in 
both directions, dotted by short corners that led 
to the Cats 4-1 win. Senior co-captain Sam Eliott 
scored a goal and Hong scored her third goal of 
the game. After the game, a friendly brunch with 
the St. Stephens athletes was an opportunity for 
the Los Gatos players to meet them and appreciate 
their kindness and dedication to the sport. They 
had played against St. Francis and St. Ignatius the 
day before and went on to play Archbishop Mitty 
on the Los Gatos !eld at 2:00 pm that afternoon. 

Los Gatos’ season will of!cially start Sept. 13 
with an away game at Palo Alto. Their !rst home 
game will be Thursday, Sept. 20, against St. Igna-
tius; Varsity will play at 4:00 PM, and Junior Varsity 
will follow. Come support your Wildcats!

 

LG !eld hockey commences   

Pearman made the PATs for all three touchdowns. Los Gatos ended the 
!rst half with a 21-0 lead.

With six minutes left of the third quarter, senior running back 
Emiliano Mejia scored a 66-yard rushing touchdown, with Pearman 
scoring the PAT. In the last quarter, Pearman kicked a 32-yard !eld 
goal, sealing the !nal score of the game with a 31-0 dub.

In the Sept. 9 games (Sept. 8 for the freshman team) vs. Live Oak 
High School, all three squads won. The JV team won 35-6, and the 
frosh team won 24-6, playing Bellarmine since Live Oak does not have 
a freshman team.

Within the !rst seven minutes of the Varsity game, Mejia scored 
a 23-yard rushing touchdown. Mejia then scored the next two touch-
downs in the second quarter — a 29-yard rush and 14-yard rush. Pear-
man kicked the PAT for all of Mejia’s touchdowns. With three minutes 
left to go in the !rst half, senior running back Chase Hinson rushed 
a one-yard touchdown. The team attempted a two point conversion 
but did not get the points, and the Los Gatos Varsity football team 
ended the !rst half with a score of 27-0.

In the !rst six minutes of the third quarter, Hinson scored the !fth 
and !nal touchdown of the game, getting a 17-yard rush. Pearman 
scored the PAT. The !nal score of the game was 34-0. 

ONE-ON-ONE: Hong nabs the ball from an opposing player.

Make sure to catch the Cats at their next home game vs. Milpitas 
for the homecoming game on Sept., 30 and keep up with the team by 
following their Instagram @losgatosfootball!
(Source: MaxPreps)

TIME-OUT: The Los Gatos High football team reconvenes during the !rst half.
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Women's basketball player Sue Bird announces retirement 
by Lucy Panicacci
Culture Editor

Following the loss of her Seattle Storm team to the Las Vegas Aces 
on Sept. 6, women’s basketball player Suzanne (Sue) Bird announced 
her retirement. At the age of 41, the loss brought her 20-year-long 
career to an end. In an ESPN interview after her !nal game, Bird 
revealed, “Obviously, [I am] so thankful for 20 years here. I’m going 
to miss it so much. I’m not going anywhere. But I’m going to miss it.” 

Since the beginning of her athletic career, Bird showed great 
promise, entering the Women’s National Basketball Association 
(WNBA) as the top overall pick of the 2002 draft. The team that

CROWD FAVORITE: Bird waves at her adoring fans before the start of the Lynx game.

BATTLE IT OUT: Bird and opponent Candice Wiggins face each other on the court.

M. RawlingsM. Rawlings
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HARD AT WORK: The color guard team practices sabre throws.

K. GruetterK. Gruetter

A. SheuA. Sheu
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